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Brenner is hired
for homecoming's
$25,000 concert
by Donna Howell
Entertainment editor

.Nationally acclaimed come-

dian David Br.enner will perform Sept. 30 for TJCF's
Homec~ming celebration, according to Mark Glickman,
UCF alumni coordinator.
Brenner was chosen to accord with UCF's comedy
Homecoming theme "Live
from UCF". because, according to Glickman, ''comedy
reaches a more diverse audience than a musical performance could appeal to."
Glickman said the alumni

council is backing 80 percent
of the $25,000 budget to produce Brenner's performance .
Student Government is providing the remaining 20 percent of the cost of the show.
According to Student Center
program director Paul
Franzese, Brenner's . salary
alone is $15,000.
Tickets for the Brenner
show will be available Sept. 1.
Over 1500 student tickets will
be solCl for $6 each through
the Student Government
ticket office. Alumni tickets

Rude welcome
The owners of this car started their year off on a sour note when it was towed from next to the
health center last week.

Brenner, page 6

Student Center plans for $880,000 expansion
by R ·ck B.runson
Future news

Plans are now being made
for an $880,000, 10,000
spuare foot expansion of the
Student _C enter, according to
Paul Franzese, program director for the center.
. After an architect's rendering of the university's proposal, bids for construction of
the project will begin.

growing pains,''
Fr~nzese said a · student with
organizations room will be ad- Franzese said.
The student government
ded onto the former health
wing of the Student Center. will also be housed in the
He said the additional office former health wing. Two ofspace and work areas provid- fices, a senate workroom and
ed by the 2,200-square-foot a conference room will be
room are needed since there built to accomodate SG.
are currently only nine offices
Franzese said the walkway
to serve over 100 clubs and between the wings of the Stuorganizations that exist on dent Center complex will be
campus.
enclosed to form a lobby, and
''This building will help a small convenience store will

Club p.rovides aid to
new transfer students.

Desegrega.t ion
t.J(~~

be in what is now the informa~ programs.
Franzese said funding for
tion desk.
the
expansion was secured by
An activity center, what
Franzese calls "an intimate former SG President Tico
semi-pub,'' . will be con- Perez last year. A committee
structed behind the Student was formed to propose what·
Center auditorium. The part of the Student Center
center which will seat about needed to be expanded.
"We quickly came up with
400 people, will be used for
the
same unanimous agreeshowing movies, presenting .
ment,"
Franzese said. "It sursmall theater shows and coffee house entertainment, and
Expansion, page 7
as a symposium for ·speaker

to bring black enrollment to 8"7°/o .

by Wayne Starr
Future news

Editor's note: Twenty
.vPars ar;ro. Martin Luther
King .Tr. spoke of a dream
tha I
en visioned
racial
equahty in all aspects of life.
Jn a tu•o-part series, the
Futurl' examines the issue of
dPW'gregation of ' F'lorida\,
11ni11('rsities and hmc it effect.<>
'/('f.,'

~utu•e

ne:ws

UCF has begun implementing a comprehensive plan to.
incn•nsc> black PnrollmenL
l'ro111 ln f'l .\Par 's 4 percent to
X.7. aftc>r n fPdPral .iudgf' in
!\l:irch orderC'd Flor.icla 's nine
11nivNsitit s lo st.Pp up
dt'"l'grpgatinn h,v t.he foll of
1

198!1.

lJ11d<'r tlw 14-point plan. officinl~ from lhe Office of Un-

dergraduate Studies wiU
make at least 65 visits to high
schools with significant black
populations this year: UCF's
puhlic affairs office will
prepare advertisements to alt.met
black
students:
Minority Student Services
will mail information to 1.000
outstanding black students
designed Lo attract them to
th e university: and the
u niversi t:v will send an inlP.L.'Til U'd team of represen, lat iVPs to College Night and
( ~arP<'r Opportunity shows.
Tlw plan also calls for the
uni\'Prsit,v to more widely
publish an , altPrnat.ive admission provi'sion t.hat allows
up to 10 pc>rcent of a pro,iectect
Desegregation, page 3
,

I• I ' I' ' 1' 1 ' 11 f/il' fJrt"l/iS<'rl
\brtin I .11llwr King .Jr.

ll/!~rl"

Students who transfer to
UCF now have an organization . whose goal is to help
"ease
the
pain
of
transferring,''. according to
Matt Aloi, president of PHI
Kappa
Alumni
T he ta
Association.
The major obstacle to a
smooth transition from a
, community college to UCF is
registration, Aloi says, pointing out that . the problem is
eveh worse for transfers than
for freshmen. "Even though
both transfers and freshmen
who don't go through orientation register after returning
students, most of the returning students are not taking
freshmen-level · courses, so
those remain open_ But by
Wednesday afternoon (when
transfers begin registering),
many, if not most of the
classes they need have. been

filled, creating a lot of
frustrated, angry people,"
Aloi said.
At a booth set up at
registration, Aloi and other
PTK alumni members try to
comfort st~dents. "We tell
-them lust to be tough and
hang in there," Aloi said, adding that "at one time or
another, almost everybody
goes through it."
And according to Dr.
Daniel Coleman, UCF director of institutional research,
Aloi is not exaggerating. Based on last fall's statistics,
7 ,554
of the . 11,450
undergraduates enrolled as of
August 1982 had entered
UCF as transfer stu ents,
with more than 3,000 of those
beginning their first semester
here. And when data is compiled for the current se~ester,
Coleman says, "consisteJ:\tlY
our· figures have shown that
Transfers. ~ ./

Page
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Friday's briefing

•

News beat
Sickle-cell lecture set
Dr. William P . Winter, a senior biochemist at the Center for
professor in the genetics
Sickle-cell Disease, and an ~ssociate
I
department at Howard University will present a lecture Aug. 30
titled "Sickle-cell anemia: New Progress on an Old Disease." A
reception with Winter ·will begin at 3:30 p .m . followed by the lecture at 4 p.m. in the engineering auditorium. It is sponsored by
the College of Arts and Sciences, College of Health, UCF Chapter
of Sigma Xi and the biological sciences department.

Finance class offered
Orange County Adult Education is sponsoring a five-week
financial planning course titled "Financiai Planning and You."
Designed for the beginning or experienced investor, the course
will cover general financial planning, money market funds, insurance, real estate, tax shelters, IRA accounts, stocks and bonds.
Leo W. Desmond of E.F. Hutton & Co:, Orlando, will teach the
course beginning Thursday, Sept. 1 and continuing for four consecutive Thursday evenings from 7 to 9 p.m. at Winter Park
High School. Registration fee is $8.50. For reservations or more
information, cau 422-2800.

Boot 'em

Pnm

G1mson Fulure

Party slated -for Den

Starting Sept. 1, UCF's police department will begin using immobilization ·boots. The boots
will be used in three instances. First, any vehicle ·with three or more outstanding parking
WUCF-FM and Schenck Corp. will sponsor ·a back to school tickets will be placed on an immobilization list. Second, if a vehicle is parked in ahandicapped
party .in the Knight's Den, Friday, from 1 p.m. until "people no space or any priority reserved space it will be immobilized. Finally a boot will be applied to a car
longer wish to party." WUCF wµI provide pre-recorded music to help facilitate a criniinal investigation when approved by the Chief of Police.
from its "Nite Rock" show and Schenck will provide beer.
To have the boot removed, the driver or owner
the car must come to the UCF police station
and pay all outstanding fines, including late charges and also a $25 administrative fee.

of

Ticket deadline nears
Friday, 5 p.m. is the deadline for all students who reserved
season tickets at registration to pick them up from the University Ticket Agency, located in the new athletic facility. Students
can still purchase season tickets until Sept. 2 for $13.50 and save
$18.50 over the regular ticket price.

Campus close-up

Real estate course begins
A National Association of Home Builders' course in merchandising, advertising, promotion and sales heads up September's
· course schedule for UCF's Real Estate Institute. The NAHB
course.will be conducted Sept. 1 to Oct. 4, with classes from 6 to 9
p.m. Tuesday and Thursday at Winter Park High School. Tuition
is $120 and includes the NAHB textbook.

New Cable TV Channeltouisiana State University has
come up with a novel way to
give more exposure to minor as
well as major 1:J.niversity sports
ai1d m:ike money while doing
hegin~
sn . Ti ~.!wVision, the first cable
Six national sororities will begin their Rush Week Friday tt• l1 \l<..; i11n channel devoted enal l i( ' F <tnd ilJ\'ilt.· inlt'I VSLl·d WOlli l' l1 sLudenls LO 10111 111 1 iw t in · h t o one college's teams,
ll sLivities. The .v early evenl begins wiLh a "Greek Forum" and ha:-; n.1hed in $70.000 for LSU
t.'xtends through Sept. 2 with a series of social activities and enin its first year. From 7 p.m. to
tertainment designed to introduce prospective members to the mfrinight, TigerVision broadbenefits of sorority life. For more inforn:ation contact Anne casls minor sports and major
Broughton-Kerr or-Tamara Jones at x-2177 .
game replays, and also pay-pervi"'w live broadcasts of sold-out
foot.ball and basketball games.

Sororities

rush

1

1

People in the news

No Nukes Zone DeclaredStudents at the University ·of
Oregon have voted to declare
the campus area a nuclear free

Colin M . Botts-Wright, a
197fi graduate of UCF and
president of International
Travel Agency in Orlando, has
been elected 1983-'84 president
of
the
UCF
Alumni
Association.

zone. The measure was ap- say jt deserved a more
proved by 79 percent of the thorough investigation. · The·
voting students and seeks to three eating clubs are the only
prohibit the design, testing, remaining Princeton clubs that
production, deployment and don't admit both men and
research of nuclear weapons on women.
campus. The election brought
out the largest voter turnout in
the school's history.
College Costs to Rise- The
College Board, in its new
College Cost Book, says that
resident -student· costs will
climb 10 percent this year
while commuter students will
Gators Get Computerized- ·
see a 8 to · 9 percent increase.
·sexist Eating Habits?- A Sixty-four new computer terchallenge of all-male eating minals will be available for
clubs at Princeton University student use at the University
will be probed by the state civil of Florida soqn. The student
rights division. A state appeals senate appropriated $42,236· in
court ruled recently that the student fee money to buy 32
civil rights agency too quickly terminals and challenged the
dismissed a female student's administration to match that
complaint against three all- amount. The 'administration
male eating clubs. The appeals agreed. At -least 32 new tercourt didn't rule on the merits minals will be available in one
of the .student's suit. but did campus hall this fall.

•·------------------------------------------

·: You be the judge.
I
I
I
I
I
I

The lJCF Foundation has
named
Michael
Sheffey
president-elect
of
the
organization. Sheffey is a
senior vice president for
. outheastern National Bank in
Orlando.

People in the news is a
regular weekly column devoted
to rPcognizing achievement of
Ii Ti'
vUde nt. . staff and
Conm1:1mbers.

A contemporary look at college life in America

This summer. The Future experimented with the size of our body copy. For the summer
issups copy size was reduced to 8 point size, a little smaller than the 10 point size which we
in the fall iind spring.
After receiving several complaints and compliments, we decided to run our first fall
issLH' in the traditional 10 point. size. However, we want our readers to be the.judge.
BPI ow are two sample parnhrraphs. On(> in 10 point and one in 8 point. Please read hoth
and d< cidP which size you would rather read every F'rida,v in LhP F11t11r<'.
Pk<l"P circlP your choice and drop it off hy the Futur<' offjcns or put it in the inlrac1111pus mail. Tak<~ a little ~ime Lo hPlp us decide what your wa.nL Lo Sl'<' in your newspaper.
r ;111

1

Colin M. Botts-Wright
clnuble-spnced on n GO-spac
Line nnd Lurn<'d inlo thl' Future
h:\'
LhP
l• rida~·
hc>fore
puhlical inn. ·
1

Cooking on a Shoestring- A
thri ft,_v cooking class will he
unvPilPd at University of
Flmida this wPek. The student
sPnn Le will fund th e class on an
Px.pPri men ta I has is.

Cooking on a Shoestring--A thrifty
cooking class will be unveiled at the
University of Florida this week. The
student senate will fund the class on
an experimental basis.

·--------------------------~--------------·

---- --
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Desegr~gation

treshman claHs to enroll
without meeting regular admission requirements.. The
purpose of publicizing this, according to the plan, is to attract more black applicants.
For the past four years, the
university has taken advantage of this Board of Regentsestablished admission exception by offering minority
students a summer program to
help them succeed in college.
(0·5'rhe Equal Opportunity
....fZ Program, which tutors
i!S'(]linorities with academic
....,.SJotential but without regular
z~ dmission qulaifications, had a
~ ~2 percent success rate last
_. 7ear. Of the 35 black students
U:, md three Hispanic students
~ 1rlmitted last summer ·into
"'"" :he program, all but one
~nrolled for that fall, and 35
u 1nished that fall semester. .
~ This summer 50 students
~nrolled in the EOP with 48
~ ~ompleting the sum.mer
i:o :emester,
according
to
~ v'1inority Student Services
~ )ii:ector Robert Belle.
E9
The university
reviews the
...::i
•
1rogra m each year to decide
~ vhether to allocate funds for
~ Ls continuance. The revised
: lesegregation plan cites the
i:o XlP as one of its recruitment
cc
oneasures.
0 U.S. District Judge John
£ a tt named Florida as one of
"g 'ne states that had "defaulted
§ several re8pects on their
cc rnmitments
to
end

o
o

Page3

· ~~-

_________________________:..__________,
set.,rregation outlawed by the
Ci'lil Rights Act of 1964." He
ordered the state's public
universities to increase their
desegregation efforts by
revising 1978 desegregation
plans that each university was
to implement.
Failure to ·do so could .result
in either a federal lawsuit
against the state for failure to
attract more blacks to public
universities or the loss of
federal funds for higher
education. · 8tate officials warned the universities in March .
Other state8 Pratt ordered to
step to up desegregation were:
Arkansas, Georgia, Maryland,
North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Sou th Carolina and Texas.
According to UCF's 1978
desegregation plan, the university was to increase black
enrollment from that year's 2
percent of the total enrollment
to 8.7 percent by the fall :of
1982. said Carol Surles, director of UCF's Equal Opprotunity/Affirmative Action
Pro1-,rram. ·
Among reasons Surles cited
for UCF failing to meet its
enrollment goal were:
• competition from schools
"more easily accessable to
blacks from the inner city"
•
competition
from
predominately black universities such as Florida A & M in
Talia hassee and Atlanta
University in Georgia
• dwindling financial aid

awci rd.s. which tend to
disproportionately affect
blacks' chances of attending
college.
Statewide, hlack enrollment
has decreased from 10.2 percent in 1977 to 8.4 percent in
I9H2. At the University of
Florida, hlack e~rollment for
19H2 was 5.1 percent, up from
the previous year's 4.9 percent.
The University of South

from page 1

Florida at Tampa reported a Student Services; fut Ni ng
decline
in
their
black prohrrams; personal counseling
enrollment figures, from 4.3 nt students' request; univerpercent in 1981 to 3.5 percent sitywide increased racial
in 1982.
awareness from a series of
Under
UCF's
revised hiracial workshops and obserdesewegation plan, retention vance of race relations week;
of hlack students is sought and four financial aid awards
through a policy of closely availahle to eligible black
monitored advisement of students.
minorities by program chairNext week: Florida's black
mans with the aid of Minority fa~ulty members.

VITA
JI . I
·,· '. j

=-r .

·'

I

VITA help
If you are lower income, handicapped, or Spanish speaking and having
problems filling out your basic Federal tax form, Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance - VITA-can help. Call your local IRS office for the location
of a VITA center near you.
A public serVice message from the Internal Revenue Service.

l
I

I
I
I

I

[·

I
I

·21st

ENTURV
THEATRES

EVERY THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT

FIRST BEER FREE
PRESENT COLLEG6 l.D. WHEN ORDERING
Most luxurious theatre in Orlando
Deli sandwiches, domestic & imported beer & wine
Largest screen in town
85 speaker stereo sound

Private screening rooms
Special midnight movies

For movies & showtimes call

896-9332
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Page4
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MICRO

ELECTRONICS

MICRO
COMPUTER
SERVICE

:3223 Curn· Ford Road
Orlando. Florida :J2806
Phone: (30:1) 89fi-8876

Meet Dean Bray and the roommate he picked
for all of Clarkson's incoming freshmen.
Clarks('>n Colle!.!e has just become the fir t major
academic i nsti tut Ion to Issue a Jesk top com pu te·r
to eve:-\· student. startin!.! with incomin!.! freshmen.
The~· picked the Zenith Z I 00.
~
··Clarkson offers programs in engineering. management. science and liberal studies. Computer
liternc\· is now \'ital to each of these fields. and our
presen.t mainframe-based system wasn't keeping
up with demands-e\'en with 200 terminals.
··When we started looking into desktop computers. \\'e wanted one that all of our studelits could
use. The Zenith·z 100 \\'ith its two microprocessors

and 2utstanding graphics capabilities was simply
·the most versatile system for the price.
:·our management students can use it for all their
accounting an~d planning. Our science and engineerinLl; students can use it for testing and modeling. And
all of our students can use it for everything from
financial budgeting to organizing their term papers.
··That. plus the Z I OO"s expansion capabilities
which allow it to grow with our students" needs on
into their careers
Id t
made our decision_7NlrN
an easy one."
'

aa

systems

The quality goe in before the name goer; on.

The Z-100 has dual microprocessors, 8050 for most_current 8
bit software and a 8088 for the higher performance 16 bit software. Both operate a 5 MHZ. The standard memory con-.
figuration is 128K Bytes of dynamic RAM w:ith parity check,
and is expandable to 768K BJles.
The video display is a built in 12" non-glare green screen on
the all in one m_odel and an optional external RG B color
monitor. The low profile model may have a green· or amber
screen monitor :;tnd/or a RGB color monitor. The graphics
resolution is 225 lines of 640 dots (144,000 individually con~
trolled pixels). The system is always in graphics mode-so
you can change the character set to any one of the supplied ·
sets, or define your own!
The keyboard consists of 77 alphanumeric keys, including 13
function keys plus an 18 numeric keypad, including cursor control keys, insert/delete character, insert/delete line, "help'' key.
Audible key click each time a key is depressed.
)'he system comes standard with t wo serial ports with baud
rates from 110 to 56,000 full and half duplex. asynchronous
and synchronous and one Centronics compatible parallel port.
The Z-100 has a wide variety of disc drives available, from 5 1/ 4 ••
tloppys with a capacity of 320 bytes to an optional built hard
di c systam with a capicity of l lM bytes per drive. For future
expansion there are four industry standard "Sl 00 buss" ·s lots.
There is a wide range of software available from Zenith for
most anv application, such as word processing, accounting,
spread sheets and Computer aided instruction as well as a
growing librarv of public domain and third party software.

Clarkson 's fresh-men
to receive Z-100 ~icro.
POTSDAM, N.Y.-In August, during Clarkson's freshman
registration, all incoming students will receive a Z-100 desktop
computer for personal use during their years at the college.
Upon graduation each student will have the option of keeping
the computer.
"To our knowledge Clarkson is the first college to take it
upon itself to completely computerize its student body," said
John Frank, vice president of sales for Zenith Data Systems.
"However. Clarkson is not alone in its concern with insuring
that graduates, faculty and staff become computer literate. We
and finding a great deal of interest and enthusiasm being
generated on campuses across the nat10n. ··
Since the Clarkson announcement, Zenith's Z-100 has been
selected by a number .of colleges, universities and state school
systems. Included and Kansas State Board of Regents,
representing the University of Kansas and the University of
Kansas Medical School; Emporia State University; Kan sas
Technical Institute; Wichita State Universitv. Wichi ta, Kan.;
Pittsburgh State University; Fort Hays State University;
University of New Oreleans; Plymouth State College, N.H.;
lJ niversity of Southwestern Louisiana; The Michigan
Association of Colleges and Universities, representing University of Michigan and 12 four-year state universities; Tufts
Universiy. Boston; The University of Wisconson, Madison;
Vermont Technical College, Community College of Vermon~,
Ca~tleton State. Johnson State and Lyndon State, all of Vermont.
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Bench signs provide varied responses
by Ann Christian and Dave
Westerman
Special to the Future

•

study, then watched as 100
people walked past.
Fifty-seven of the _I 00 noticed the signs, and most of
them thought they were
"crazy" or "a joke."
"That made my day," said
an elderly man.
The "reserved for city officials'' sign infuriated ·a
27-year-old woman. She said
she thought about sitting ·on
the bench in protest. "What
are the city officials going to
do," she asked. "sit ouyt here
and watch the girls go by?"
Fifty percent of the people
who saw the "reserved for city officials'' sign responded
like an Orlando man who said:
''l really didn't take . it
seriously. I thought it was a
funny thing to do.''

How would. you respond if
you saw a park bench with a
sign that said, "Sit at your
own risk-possible radioactive contamination''?
Or, how would you respond
if the sign said, "Reserved for
city officials"?
Seventy-five percent of the
persons who noticed the signs
either cracked a smile or
broke out in laughter. Only
one ·sat on the bench.
A businessman looking_for
a place to eat lunch with his
friends took the "reserved for
city officials" sign and placed
it on a trash C&!l. saying,
"That's where the politicians
belong.M
Two journalism students at
As for the ra4ioactive conUCF placed the signs on a tamination sign, a 34-year-old
'park bench for an informal man said, "I thought it was

some person's crazy way pf
reserving a favorite bench for
lunch.''
Another man asked: ''Does ,
this mean the sidewalk is also
contaminated? I thought I
saw some people walking
down the street glowing."
A woman in her 40s was
less enthusiastic. "I thought
somebody was trying to be
funny," she ·said as she slammed her car door and drove
off.

/ SPEED 1
!

this Candid Camera?"
Sixty-eight percent of the
kmen and 55 percent of the
women noticed the signs.
Seven children walked by,
but . only one, an 8-year-old
boy, saw the signs. When asked what the radioactive contamination sign meant, he
said, "I thought it was
something like 'wet paint.'"

INNE.RSPRING
BED

Perform a

death-defying
Twin Size King Size

$44.50

$189.00
a set

mattress qr
foundation

Full Size

Queen Size $59.00

$159.00

"You really haven't tasted Italian·Food until y~u try li.~
~

Reduce if
C>ftrweight.
Give Heart Fund

- - · - - AIO..P.... loc.....IToO....

~

10~

Discount With UCF ID
Bread Baked on Premise~- -

iSS~
'

LOOKING FOR A BED?.

A photographer walked
around for several minutes
taking pictures of the area.
While reloading his camera,
he sat down on a bench next
to the one with · the sign.
Later, when asked what he
thought about the . sign, he
replied, "What sign?" He
hadn't noticed it.
Another man asked, "Is . •m,......,....,

act.

LIMIT

a set

WATERBEDs ·

starting at $1a.oo
Complete Bed
Including Frame,
Pedestal, Heater,
Liner, Mattress,
Fill & Drain Kit,
Algaecide & Set .
up & Delivery

each piece

275-5442
11660 E. Colonial Dr.

A~ross

From tl)e Point After
UNIVERSITY WATERBED & MAnRESS CO.

m

American Heart Association\ l /

. * * * * * * * *' * * :* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

•

*****

~

**

** * * * * * * * ** * * * *** * ** *** * * * **** *** *** * * * *

at

*

QUAL·ITY
INN UNIVERSITY
it

11731- East Colonial .Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817
(~OS) 277-3110
.

.

THURSDAY
Ladies Night 9-10 Free
Drinks f Or All Ladies
10-C.lose 2 for 1
FRIDAY
Kill a Keg Free Be~r
9-until kegi sdry ·10- Close
·
2 for .1
SATURDAY.
2for1 10-Close
M-F Free Hot Hors D'Oervres 4-7
2 for Happy H~ur 4-6:30

MONDAY
: Ja1n ·Nig·h t J>lay:Alongwith
:•
the.Band
TUESDAY
: ·Drink or Drown 9-12 $5.00
For All You Can Drink
WEDNESDAY
Hump Night 9-10 3 for 1
· 10-Close 2 for 1

•

•

• ***************** * * * **** ***************** ******• **• *********************• **• ** *

.
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DANGER I

Some financial aid to be late

WARNING SIGNS OF STROKE
Dizziness or unsteadiness
A change in mental abilities
Numbness or weakness in face, arm or leg
Garbled speech or inability to speak
Eye problem -sudden dimness of vision in
one .eye or double vision
Recent, severe headaches or change in
pattern of headache
For more information on stroke write
Stroke Council, American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, P. 0. Box 42150, St.
Petersburg, FL 33742

by Bruce Y orra
Contributor writer

Aproximately 40 percent of
UCF students who receive
grants; scholarships, and
loans from the U.S. Department of Education will ha~e
to wait about two to three
weeks for their money, according to Donald M. Baldwin, ·
financial affairs director .

According to Baldwin,
those students who have
money due them from pell
grants, national direct student loan, Florida guaranteed
student loans, or Florida
assistance grant will be effected by the delays.
Baldwin says the selective
service affidavit and the new
Internal Revenue Service tax
documentation have all led to

the delays.
Although last year's,
authorization was received by
June, Baldwin expects the letter of authorization shortly.
The letter allows the university to finish processing the aid
forms.
Baldwin estimates that
UCF will disperse over $17
million i:Q. aid this year.

.Brenner - - - - = - - - - - - - - f r o m page 1 .

.GAME STREET USA
8 TOKENS $1° 0
-"Star Wars'.'-Championship Baseball-Gyruss-Q-bert-Chexx Ice Hoc.keyPlus 26 More Top Games
3012 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Sun. 11am-9pm
(Belmont Plaza)
M.-Th ..11am-10pm
6n-4420
F.-S. 11a'm-12md

will be sold for $6 each
through the alumni office and
by mail. General admission
tickets, $12, will be sold
through local Select-A-Seat
outlets.
Brenner is probably best
known as a frequent guest
host of ''The Tonight Show''
and as a popular guest on major talk shows. In 1980, "The
Book of Lists II 2" cited Brenner as the most frequently
featured television guest.
Brenner's debut on "The
Tonight Show" came· in
January 1971. It propelled his

PROFESSIONAL
Rt:SUME
DESIGN
Interview skills & marketing techniques
Cover letters for profession al acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing services
Career assessment testing & interpretation
Economical prompt & guaranteed satisfaction

UCF Boulevard
~

Gamestreet

x
USA

(j)

a

-

<

;o 0

0

a

0
a

a..

Q. CD

:::J

\

-I

a
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career forward and within
months he appeared on the
last live Ed Sullivan Show.
He soon played Las Vegas
and toured as an opening act
for Sonny and Cher. Brenner
began to headline in acts in
1975.
An accomplished writer,
producer and direc~or, Brenner authored his first book in
1983.
The
anecdotal
autobiography has made the
best seller lists of many major
newspapers and magazines.
Though Brenner was raised
in th~ ·rougher sections of

'

rlandb1 . .

Colonial Drive

v

sultants, 1nc.1

894-7726

David Brenner

southwest Philad.elphia, he
graduated with honors from
Temple University, where he
majored in communication.
Brenner has been featured
in three Home Box Office
specials and has been a
spokesperson for many national advertising campaigns.

2111E.MichiganAve.,Suite126,0rlando,FL32806
student LO.

j,_______...............................
.......
ff with current

ElECTtiONIC/COMPflTER ENGINEERS

WATTS!

' -!-

CAMPUS

wORSHIP

THIS SUNDAY AND EVERY SUNDAY

·

10:30AM
' SC 227 .

.

.

STUDY LOUNGE
LED BY.
REv. Bos GIBBS
(UNITED METHODIST)
DIRECTOR. UNITED CAMPUS
MINISTRY
A~L STUDENTS WELCOME

)Jf

10000001

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUT NOW YOU'RE PUZZLED
ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST
USE THOSE SKILLS

CoME CELEBRATE.WITH

Us

·SALE·

Gateway Je\yelerS
ADD-A BEADS-CHAINS
Beads 14K
4mm-~88

5mm-81.58

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER
oHa'-s a civil service career as an engineer with a chance to
work with state-of-the-art technology _to support tile most
advanced def enae weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robins ALC will hire approx. 80 electronic/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 (In Georgia)
or write to: DPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F.B.,Georgla 31098

18 inch chain-826.00
20 inch chain-828.00
22 inch chain-830.00
24 inch chain-832.00

7426 University Blvd.
678-4973
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Transfer----------------about two-thirds of the student body entered as transfer
students. I expect the figures
for this term to be about the
same."
"Luckily, everybody is only
an incoming transfer once,''
Aloi says. "Reminding them
that next semester, as returning students, their registration appointments will be
established according to class
standing and GPA helps to
calm a lot of frazzled
tempers.''
Made up of former Phi
Theta Kappa members (an
honor society at the cmmunity coll~ge level), both Aloi and
faculty sponsor Paul McQuilken, associate dean of
undergraduate studies, admit
that Gamma of Florida, as
the group is also known, is

"kind of loose" and not yet as
effective as they hope it will
be.'
But both feel that the
group, in its third year of existence, is beginning to move
in a positive direction. For the
first time, a pamphlet was
published and mailed to each
transfer student. The pamphlet, which gives simple,
straight-forward information
on such concerns as
transcripts; advisement,
add/drop and financial aid,
was compiled, Aloi said, after
an indepth "look into the
trouble," which included interviews with students and
faculty.
McQuilken says the group
has worked with the Orientation Team and other groups in
an attempt to consolidate

transition efforts.
Next to registration, Aloi
says the hardest change for
many students is adapting to
life on their own. "For many
students this is their first
time away from home, and for
some it can be as traumatic as
if they were freshman,'' Aloi
said.
Gamma's Big Brother/Big
Sister program, in which a
current Gamma member contacts an incoming Phi Theta
Kappan and "helps make
them feel at home' ~ is one way
in which the group· tries to
eliminate the trauma, Aloi
says. Forty-five former community college honor society
members are now beginning
studies at UCF.

. MAY PREVENT STROKE!
Proper diet
Reduce high blood pressure
*End smoking habit
View diabetes and high blood pressure
as high risks
· .
Eliminate stress
Notify your doctor of stroke warning signs
Take your medication as prescribed
*Smoking is a possible risk of stroke ·
For more information on stroke, write: Stroke Council,
American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, .P. 0. Box
42150, St. Petersburg, FL 33742

~

LAZY Z STABLES

Expansion--------------

•

prised me that diverse interests would agree. "
The plans for the expansion
have been drawn up by the
committee but are awaiting
the approval of an architect.

Franzese said the project are on hold because the proshould be completed by gram has not been approved
January 1985, "it we can stay by the state legislature. He
said that the state needs to
on schedule.''
Robert Webb, facilities sell more bonds to make the
planner for the university, $880,000 slated for the pro~aid plans for the expansion ject.

8eceind CJia7lce ~o~tiq;ue

When you need to fill a position,
you'll have a qualified graduate
that you helped educate.

Prices and Clothes to
suit a student's budget.
Styles for everyone
including br~:md
names.

GIVETOm
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE l1JND.
AMIND IS ATERRIBLE TBING
TOWASl'E.

~I

Photographer: Dwight Carter
A Public Service of This Newspaper LJll \.~
&The Advertising Council lDUlCI
© 1981 United Negro College Fund , Inc.

$7 .00 per hour

Rentals

Reservations Suggested
Rentals
Horses Boarded
Bought & Sold
2480 Rouse Road
Orlando, FL 32807

1513 W. Broadway

(305) 282-2197
(305)-275-6925

Mon. -Sat. 10-6

Optical Outlets
~--

~ 6et(ti
btPi~~···
,,,,.,-Z,4

I'~

Check our fabulous
prices on the finest
names in sunglasses.

~4· c~

•

from

BAUSCH & LOMB (i)
WINGS™

CLASSIC
AVIATOR STYLE

The hottest new style
in sunglasses
-

Compare our prices on
prescription ,eyeglasses. ·
Includes frames and lenses.
Catarac t lenses not includ ed.

$49 Slngll! Vision
$59 Bllocals
5 69 Trifocals
Our prec1s1on ground lenses are the
highes t quality available. No extra
charge tor st rong prescnpltons or
oversi~ed lenses. Choose lrom over
800 quallly frames

Great looking met al frame s

Suggested Retail

Suggested Retail

560

541to 5 66

Our Price

Our Prices

s49 S28tos44
The genuine Ray-Ban, by Bausch &
Lomb. Precision optical Ql!ality, glare
protection and light control , completely
free of distortion.

l!"ARRERA
PORSCHE DESIGN
The ulllma te

in

protection and fashion

S89&UP
Yo u can·t buy better than Optical
Outl ets . Come in and we'll prove it.

Your best buy in sight.

Optical Outlets
Factory Outlet Mall
5401 West Oak Ridge Road
Phone: 305-351-5745

Ltergraph Corporation was
established in 1969 as a high
technology research,
engineering, and consulting
company. Today Intergraph is a
leading manufactun~r of turnkey
interactive graphics systems. A
reputation for high quality
hardware and.sGf ~ware along
with responsive long-term
support has sustained a sales
growth rate exceeding 65 % ·
compounded per annum over
the past five years. Intergraph
employs more than 2,000
people worldwide in its
marketing, technical research
and development,
manufacturing and field service.
Intergraph offers caree~s in the
following technical areas:
System Development
Application Programming
Electronic Design
Mechanical Design

We will be on campus
September 6 & 7 to recruit in
the following disCiplines:
• Electrical Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Computer Science
• Applied Math
• Computer Engineering

OPEN HOUSE,
September6
Administration Building,

Roo-m 148, 4 - 6 PM.
Interviews will be on
September 7. Contact College
Placement Office concerning
location. .

INTErG?/\?H
Huntsville. Alabama

An Equa l Opponu niry Employer
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FOX HUNT LANES

associates

A Townhome Community
YOUR "Hume Away From Home"

A Tremendous
Investment
Opportunity

We have THE PRICES YOU WANT AND
THE FINANCING YOU ___NEEDI

FROM $48,000
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KODM
17'·~·
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I I
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Owner/Occupant financing from 5 %
lnvestorfinancingfrom 10% available
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Let Liz or Debbie show
you our neat floor plan.
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Call (305) 282-4293
or 422~ 1111 after hours
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Rental Information
. Available
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Jog or ride your bike to school we're only 1.2 miles from the UCF entrance!
506 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32803
Post Office Box 4787
Winter Park, FL 32793
(305) 422-1111
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A free exchange
of ideas on the
issues of the day
Future-August ·26, 1983

FORUM

,_Racism lives on
There was an eye-opening article in the Insight section in
the Sunday Aug. 21 issue of the Orlando Sentinel concerning racism in Central Florida. This week commemorates
the 20th anniversary of Martin Luther King Jr.'s historic
march on Washington which culminated with his famous "I
have a dream" speech.
The article, written by reporter Windy Spirduso, was a
well-written examination of a phenomenon that has become
the United States' longest running tragedy. Part of this
tragedy is that the modern American, for the most part,
c_onsiders racism a sordid chapter of his country's distant
past.
Racism is no less a social problem than it was in the late
1960s, it's just that its application is just a little more subtle than it once was.
Blacks can no longer be denied the right to vote, but
many local municipalities hold at large eleetions which
prevent blacks from obtaining any real political representation.
While employment figures for blacks, on the surface, have
improved, they, on the average, earn just 59 cents for every
dollar a white earns. Here at UCF, only 2 percent of the
faculty is black. More than 70 percent of the blacks that
work at the university work in non-faculty positions such as
custodial, food service and other positions. There is clearly
something wrong here.
Many will argue that these figures mean .only that no
qualified blacks applied for UCF faculty positions. To. accept that excuse is to admit that we support educational
and economic systems that are incapable of producing black
engineers, .doctors, lawyers and professors. White-collar
blacks from other parts of the country .are reluctant to
locate here and these statistical revelations may be reasons
for their reluctance.
.
Is there a solution to the problem of racism? The question
should .be whether or not there is a cure for ignorance. Race,
religio~ and sex have always been convenient excuses for
prejudice, repression and genocide. A million books and a
billion professors and a trillion hours of class time would not
be enough to destroy the ignorance of one man wh~ believes
the coior of his skin makes him better thah someon~ else.
If there is an answer, it must come from Congress and the
courts. Federal legislation against at large elections at ~my
level of American government would be a good place to
start. The courts have already made one positive step by instructing Florida and several other states to come up with
better desegregation plans for their public universities or
lose federal funding. _
The most important change must be made in the minds of
the American people. All of us must realize that racism is
very much with us and shows no sign of going away.

Letter Policy
Letters to t he editor must be
delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication. Letters mus t be typed. 'dol,lble s paced
on a 60-spaced line and should not
he more than 250 words in length.
All letters must be signed with the
author's phone number to be considered for publication. Under certain circumstances. writers' names
will be witheld upon request. All letters are subject to editing.
Some letters may be designated
as guest editorials at the editor'o.;
discretion, with the per~ssion of
the writer. All submitted material
becomes the copyrighted property
of the P11t11re newspaper.
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From our readers
SG-President Geary urges student involvement at UCF
Students: ·
Welcome back to the fall
semester and the U Diversity
of Central Florida and a
special ·welcome to all the incoming freshman · and
transfer students. I ho.pe you
are all looking forward to the
·upcoming year as eagerly as I
am.
Your education here at
UCF is comprised not only of
what you learn in the
classroom but also of the ex·
perience and knowledge you
gain through your involvement in clubs and organizations. This involvement is a
true enhancement of the total
educational experience you
receive.
_P ursuant to getting the
most out of your education, I
would like to take this opportunity to suggest that one of
the best ways of achieving
that end is through Student
Government.
Student
Government activities serve
as practical training for the

role that students are expected to assume when they
become contributillg citizens
of American communities.
The 16th Student Senate offers you the chance for immediate and direct involvement in campus leadership.
Declaration of Candidacy
forms will be available Aug.
29-Sept. 9 if you are interested. The Senate will give
you the opportunity to
develop and exercise your
leadership skills, gain
firsthand experience in group
dynamics, be the innovators
of the campus and perhaps
more importantly, make
friends. Best of all, these ex·
perie:p.ces will come to you
while you are helping your
fellow students.
If there is any way I can
assist you or answer any
questions, please c~ntact me
in Room 200 of the Student
Center.
.
The summer was an active
one at the campus and. state

level, which included not only
several meetings with the
Florida Student Association,
but also testifying to a na·
tional education committee
researching the value of financial aid and participation in
an equal rights rally in
Tallahassee. '
Here on the local campus,
we at Student Government
have arranged to sell football
tickets as well as the discou~t
movie tickets and East-West
expressway tokens at Centralized Services in the Student Center and . in the
Bookstore. Also new this, fall
will be the Emergency Campus Aide call boxes. This
system, when coordinated .
with Student Government's
Security Escort Patrol Ser·
vice (SEPS), will greatly increase the overall campus
safety, especially at night.
This fall also looks to be exciting with the joint
Athletics-Student Government sponsor~ tailgate parGeary, page 11

Halbert: Don't expect student support for WUCF's format
I cannot forcast to you the action of Russia. It is a riddle
wrapped in a mystery in~ide an enigma.

Winston Churchill
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case, then the station is an
academic department that is
already funded through
taxes, and student tuition;
therefore, student activity
fees should not be used to
fund it again.
In light of the above facts·,
the Senate allocated money to
the station in the amount and
manner that a prudent custodian of the students' money

should.
The station, in the face of
vigorous student opposition,
changed to a "Big Band" format in order to procure more
funds. The station must
realize that catering to a
select section of the population at the expense of another
section is liable to cause
WUCF, page 11

unrestricted~

Philip D. Storey
Business Manager

1

Editor:
The Student Senate of UCF
fully
.r ecogn'izes
and
acknowledges the fact that
WUCF~FM is not a student
station, and questions the
pouring of students' money
into the station for that
reason. Over the last four
years, Student Government
has allocated over $50,000 to
WUCF·FM, the majority of it
The Organizations, Appropriations and' Finance
committee voted to zerobudget WUCF-FM because of
· the lack of importance given
to student input in the format
change. The Senate, at the
behest of student members of
WUCF-FM, underwrote the
"Ni te Rock" in order to
benefit student staffers who
need experience with that
type of format.
Dr. Taylor contended in a
July letter to the Orlando
Sentinel that the station is
the "laboratory" for students
in the area of radio-television
communication. If that is the

ISA members are."nice young people"
Editor:
On July 20, at the close of
finals week, the International
Student Association sponsored
a weekend respite to Key West.
Two of my fellow students/coworkers. Tonia Richardson and
Terra Lo.ng, and 1 decided to
join the -group along with my
19-,vear-old daughter Kim and
Terra's 1-.vear-old son, Scotty.
What an experience! It
Sl'<.'med we spent the weekend
in thP va n, hut Samir. the club
pn'sident. kept us in stiLched
wit.. h his "roac h" jokes and
lht•n lrPated us to ice crea m

follow(::(] immediately by pizza.
I would like to thank this
group. which is comprised of
foreign students, for allowing
us to accompany them on what
turned out ~o be a very
memorable trip. What a nice
f..lTOup of young adults. They
w<>re without exception ·onsid erate. courteous and loads
of fun. Th ey saw that
evPryone 's needs were met and
PV<.' n pitched ·in and helped
wit.h Terra's baby all weekend .
Th a nk
y ou.
IS A!

Suzette Morris

-r uture-Augt
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Reagan policy in Central America will prevent Maril repeat
Editor:
President Reagan has of
late been taking heavy flak
for his Central American
strategies. Lets look at the
statistics. Curr~ntly there are
54 advisors. Shock! Outrage!
Very soon around 5,000

troops will participate in joint
exercises with Honduras.
From its inception, the Sandinista regime has mobilized.
Refusing aid pleas from
Carter, they set up a modern
"Brave New World." Now the
Nicaraguan forces are 700

repercussions. The added
revenue that was the ostensible reason for this change
should also pay for the sports
coverage that the station
claims it will be unable to provide.
The truth of the m'ltter is
that even if the Student
Senate had funded WUCFFM at past level, the station
would be getting only five
percent of its funds from Stu- ·

dent Government; certainly
not a crippling loss. The issue
at hand is whether or not
students (via their representatives) should be able to
spend their.money as they see
fit. The state legislature feels
that we should be able to.
What do you think?
Stanley E. Halbert
President, Fifteenth Student
Senate (UCF)

percent larger than they were
under Somoza.
New intelligence reports
document the sophistication
of the enlarged Nicaraguan
armed forces. Without the
help of the U.S., Honduras
and Costa Rica wouldn't
stand a snowball chances in
hell if invaded by Nicaragua. ·
To p·r e.tend that . com·
munism won't spread if allowed is naive at best. The alternative is pure chaos. The communization · of Mexico and .
Central America would result
in the greatest refugee
debacle in history. It would
make the Mariel Boatlift look
like a picnic!
Rocky Haag

Geary ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ties, where two buses and a
Student Government is ac- university's success and· will
keg of beer (for bus riders on- . cessible to all students and we help you get the most out of
ly) will meet with thirsty and want to serve you. Please feel your total educational exfired-up fans to go to the free to call me or any member perience. I look forward to
home football games, starting of the Cabinet. We are looking hearing from you.
next Friday. Also new this forward to speaking with you
Mark Geary
fall is the Orlando Student concerning your suggestions
Student Body President
Association, which is a newly and ideas about SG programs
formed SG-sponsored club and services. We encourage
working ~or increased voter input in any area t1'at con·
registration in the UCF area. cerns or interests you.
I hope you all ·have a great
P lease contact Taylor
C l981 The.Adwrt.1slngCounoU, Inc.
Flowers or myself if you are semester and get involved. InA message from I.ho
int erested in joining.
volvement is the key to t his
Crl!no Prevention Coalttlon,

UCF postal worker Jim Tagg has sworn not to shave
his beard until the UCF football team wins a game. In
essence though, the Knight's most impottant battle
won't be on the field but in the stands. If our football program is to grow and prosper it needs the support of fans
like Tagg.
·
Season tickets for students are on sale at the Athletic
office for $13.50 a season ticket, a savings of $18.50 over
the off-campus cost. Join Jim Tagg in his quest
a
clean shaven face and support the UCF football team.

for

r.h.ls publication anc1 The Ac1 CounoU .

NAME THREE
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WHY LIVE LIKE THIS?
YOU COULD BE RENTING STYLISH FURNITURE
AT LOW STUDENT RATES
FROM McGREGOR RENTS FURNITU-RE.
.

MOM. APPLE PIE.
ACTION.
~~~
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ACTI ON Is lhe Volunreer Agency
tha t brings skilled people togelher to
solve local problems There ore progro ms like VISTA the Peace Corps
Re tired Senior Volunteer Program
University Year for ACTION . lhe Foster
Grondporenr Program . and others If
you wonr more informorion o r if
you d like 10 volunteer your sk il ls.
wnre ACTION. wash1ngton. DC '20525

•
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AMERJCANS AGREE ON

fg_~~
THt: HAIR
SHOP
'
J
.
Precision Style Cpt $8.00

~

FuU Sor•lce S.n

\Valk -l nS Welcome

10::l09 E. Colonial l>r.
(W inn Dix it> ( :e n ter)

llN fO J\J PA RK

282-1700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

I<. ent furniture. T V.'s. stereos. or llpplionces.
monthly pllyments. In less than 24 hours
\Ve will deli\ er yo ur selection. Come visit our
shmvroom at McGreg,or J~ e nts Furniture . ·
116 S. Semown Hlvll .. Winter Park. Florida .
Lms.e selection. special Im."' student wtes.
No previous credit required
LO H'

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney
Personal Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
CriminalLaw ·
Initial consultation
available without charge
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

HOURS:

OPEN M-F 10:00-8:00
Sat. 10:00-5:0.0

.f1cGre1or

rents
a ·
fumiture(fb
116 S. SEMORAN BLVD. WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
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.· LEADERS SHAPE .
THE FUTURE: .
•Alpha Tau Omega, a Fraternity
With .a Great Heritage of Leadership,
Character and scholarship, whose
Members Stand Together Long After
Campus Days Are Over. .

• ATO Central Florida Alumni:.
· AsSociation Number 1 in the country.

• 1983-Most Improved · .
·
Fraternity• Alpha Tau Omega .
N:a tional·Fraternity annually
.. provides $150,000 to deserving
ATO's .to assist in financing .o ur
educatiOn. ·
· eTwo active UCF Greek athletes of
. · theyear.
.
· ·
.
'·

ATO SHAPES LEADERS . .
*********~*****************~****************************~***

ATO PROUDLY
· · PRESENTS: ·

·~

The After Hours 'Bunny Party . .
Features: .
•Open Bar ALL. Evening .
• Miclelob Draft
·•Hors D'Oevres.
•Party s 't arts ~* 8:00pnJ~t Btond··>:s
* Invitation Req~~~~ed_
. >'{~ . . · ·
· Dress:'.1-. .Semi-FOtmal
·· ·
. .
.
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The·curtain is going up soon
on Orlando's theater season
by Donna Howell
Future ente rta inment

Local theaters are raising
their curtains on a new season
of classics, sure-draw showings
and experimental works.

Theatre on Park

•

''Another Op 'nin, Another
Show," "I Love Paris\" "Night
& Day," "I Get a Kick Out of
You," "Begi,p the' Beguine"
and "It's Just One of Those
Things.''
Feb. 28 through April 21,
T.0.P. will feature the classic
Frankenstein. Mame will conclude the lineup, running April
24 through June 17.
Season tickets for the 1983
to 1984 season are priced from
$68 to $84 for · all five productions,· 20 percent less than individually bought tickets.
They are available by mail, at
the Theatre on Park Box Office
or at _ticket agencies in the
Altamonte and Fashion Square
malls and at Church Street
Station. For show times and
prices, call the box office at
645-5757.

Winter ·Park's Theatre on
Park will finish its successful
production of Annie on Sept.
18 and will open its Fall season
with Man of La Mancha.
T.O.P. Managing Director
William Griffith will star as
Cervantes/Quixote. The play
will run on a Tuesday-throughSunday-evening schedule, with
additional Sunday matinee
performances on Oct. 2 and 23,
and will close Nov. 5.
Camelot will highlight the
holiday season from Nov. 8
Central Florida
t hrough Jan. 14. The ne_w year
Civic Theatre
will be launched with the
musical revue Cole, from Jan.
The Central Florida Civic
17 through Feb. 25. This Theatre's new ~eason will
tribute to songwriter Cole Por- begin with the musical Pal
ter will include past hits Joey by Rogers and Hart. It is

set in Chicago's night club
distict in the 1930s and
features musical highlights "I
Could Write a Book" and
"Bewitched, Bothered and
Bewildered.'' It will open Sept.
30, with showings Oct.
1,5,6,7,8,12,13,14 and 15. A
Sunday matinee on Oct. 9 is
also featured.
The Dresser is an actor's
play, according to C.F.C.T.
Director Mike Fortner. It tells
the story of a great aging actor
who plays King Lear to the
death irt this post WWII
drama. It opens Nov. 4, with
showings
Nov.
5,9,10,11,12,16,17,18 and 19
with a ~atinee on Nov. 13.
Murder at Howard Johnson's, a comedy by Ron Clark
and Sam Bobrick, opens Jan. 6
and shows Jan. 7,11-14 and 1821 with a matinee on Jan. 15.
This farce tells 'of a love
triangle, murder and hilarious
suspicions at a motor inn.
Anastasia may be sole heir
to a czar's fortune, but is she
his daughter? Pray tell in this
drama by Guy Bolton. Show

dates are Feb. 17,18,22-25 and
29, March 1-3 and a matinee on
Feb. 26.
The Philadelphia Story
brings a romantic upper-class
comedy to Central Florida. By
Philip Barry, The Philadelphia
Story runs April 6,7,11-14 and
18-21 with a matinee showing
April 15.
Deathtrap will conclude the
civic theater's 1983 to 1984
season. A popular thriller by
Ira Levin, Deathtrap has been
a success on Broadway, in' the
movie theater and on local
stages. If The Dresser is an actor's play, then Deathtrap is a
playwright's play. Wryly
humorous and morbidly insiduous, Deathtrap offers
theatergoers a plot to sink
their teeth into. Play dates are
May 18,19,23-26,30,31 and
June 1 and 2, with a matinee
May 27.
Students up to 21 years of
age may buy season tickets for
$24. Regular season tickets are
available from $40 to $45 each.
Call the Central Florida Civic
Theatre at 896-7365 for ticket

information or write C.F.C.T.
at 1010 Princeton St., Orlando,
FL 32803. Curtain time for
performances is 8 p.m.
Matinees begin at 2 p.m. on
scheduled dates.

Once Upon A Stage
One Upon A Stage dinner
theater will open its fall season
with Barefoot in the Park, running Aug. 30 through Oct. 2.
They 're Playing Our Song will
open Oct. 4 and will run for
eight weeks. In December, Once Upon A Stage will present
its version of Annie.
Performances are scheduled
for Tuesday through Sunday
showings. Doors open at 6:15
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, with performances beginning at 8 p.m. Sun.d ay shows
begin at 6:45 p.m. · with doors
opening at 5 p.m. Sunday
and dinner until 6:30 p.m.
Ticket cost is between $15 and
$18, including dinner depending on days of performance.
Theater, page 22
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Behind the Scenes
at the Civic theater

•

by Donna Howell
Entertainment editor

Ethel, Billy Ray and Norman are portrayed by Virginia Light, John Williams and Lowell
Fenner.

O.nce l)pon A Stage presents
Once upon 'On Golden Pond'
by Luis Gil
F.uture entertainment

On Golden Pond is as close
to spending a summer with
Grandma and Grandpa as you
can get.
Throughout most of the
summer, this play by Ernest
Thompson has been performed at Once Upon A Stage Dinner Theatre in Orlando.
Norman Thayer, Jr., played

by Lowell Fenner, is a
belligerent old man whose
negative outlook on life is
superseded only be his
fascination with death. Norman's outlook, although
sometimes morbid, is very
funny. He sets the tone with
sarcastic comebacks and a
fiesty nature.
Ethel Thayer, played by
Virginia Light, is Norman's
wife. She puts up with Nor-

man's antics and seems to
understand him and his
nature. Their enduring love is
one of the more touching
aspects of the play and is evident throughout.
Chelsea Thayer (Mary
Grace Gordon) is the Thayers'
daughter and is another
center of controversy. She brings her new boyfriend Billy
continued on page 18

A play by any other name is
not necessarily a play, according to Central Florida Civic
Theatre' s newly appointed
director Mike Fortner.
During the 1983-1984
season, Fortner will direct six
theatrical performances at
the Edyth Bush Theatre,
from a drama about an actor
who plays Othello and King
Lear to a comedy-mystery
called Murder at Howard
Johnson's.
Fortner joined CFCT July
1. His first Orlando. production, Pal Joey, is a good exam·
ple of a tough c.asting job, he
said.
"In musicals you usually
cast actors, singers and
dancers, but in Pal Joey, the
chorus members also have
complex characters, You wind
up looking for talent with all
three abilities," he said.
Out of 95 who auditioned
for parts in Pal Joey on Aug.
14, 38 were cast in various
roles. "'You always want to
!!ast more people for a part
than yoti actually need,''
Fortner said. "Actors can get
sick or things come up. You
have to be sure you have a
competent person to go on
stage when the curtain goes
up."

Fortner said a director
needs six months before he
casts a play to develop a plan
and a feel for the production.
A musical requires at least
seven weeks of rehearsal
before it is ready for opening
night, while other kinds of
plays require at least five
weeks.
"Where civic theaters have
80 hours of rehearsal, profes·
sional theaters spend . a
minimum of 125 hours," Fort:n:er added.
And there must be time to
build sets. Wednesday nights
are set aside for this purpose.
Volunteers can assist in many
areas of play production, from
running a light board t o
designing costumes.
Civic theaters rely primari·
ly on volunteer effort. At
CFCT only the director,
technical director, managing
director and two secretaries
are salaried. Twenty-five
board members choose plays
to be produced and a
186-member women's guild
assists in getting plays off the
ground. They raise funds, sell
tickets and literally support
the theater, Fortner said.
CFCT also has a drama
academy, a children's theater
and produces three miniseries
yearly, performed at the Tupperware Children's Theatre.
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Theater-----,,------------------------------=---- from page 13
For more information, call the
dinner theater at 422-3191.
Performances are scheduled
for Tuesday through Sunday
showings. Doors open at 6:15
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, with performances beginning at 8 p.m. Sunday shows
begin at 6:45 p.m. with. doors
opening at 5 p.m. and dinner
until 6:30 p.m. Ticket cost is
between $15 and $18, including
dinner depending on days of

performance. For more informa tion, call the dinner theater
at -122-3191.

Seminole Com~unity
College
Semin~te
Community
College will offer five plays this
season. Mass Appea~ a serious
drama about the lives of two
priests, will open on Oct. 26
and will run through Oct. 29,

I

C/he, &ua£ ifmage

with a matinee on Oct. 30.
The Fantasticks. a musical
by Harvey Schmidt and Torn
Jones, will run Nov. 30
through Dec. 3, with a matinee
on Dec. 4. The play may also
run Dec. 7-10 with a matinee
on Dec. 11.
True West by Sam Shepard
is an experimental, somewhat
avante garde piece that will
run April 4-7 with a matinee
April 8. Two other plays will be
announced to run between
December and April and after
Tn1e West.

Valencia Community
College
Valencia Community College
will offer the Valencia Character Company's drama series of
four performances and an additional professional performance by a touring company.
A race to the South Pole is
the topic of Terra Nova, an adventure by Ted Tally. Terra
Nova will be performed on Oct.
7-9 and 14-16 in Valencia's
East Campus Perfq_rming Arts
renter.

The School for Wives is
Mass Appeal and True West
will be directed by. Sara Moliere's contribution to
Daspin, while The Fantasticks romantic farcery. Translated
and the two unannounced into English by Richard
plays will be directed by Wilbur, The School for Wives
runs Dec. 1-4 and 8-11 at
Robert Bell.
Valencia's
Black Box Theater
Tickets are available for
in
building
3 on the East Carnabout $4, with student
pus.
A
matinee
showing will
,
discounts
available.
aJso
be
offered
Dec.
3.
Showtimes are 8 p.m. for
Moss
Hart's
classic
Broadevening performances and 2
p.m. for matinee$. Call the way comedy hit Light Up the
theater at 323-1450, ext. 399 Sky will play the first
marquee of the new year. It
for more information.

Located in the
University Square
Shopping Center
J.EE
~

YOU BABE
JORDAOtE

'------------------------.

WATERBE'D

CALVIN
BLASS

· SALE
$149 complete
FLORIDA WATERBED CORP.
"TllE

W ATERBED PROFESSIONALS SINCE i971"

678-1951

WINTER PARK

FHBT

1-1

--.F OTDxNc
677-5558

• 48 Hour Kodak Slide Processing
.:Amateur and Profeulonal finishing avallable
·lab on premises
• ftlm processing as fast as you need Jt
·camera repairs
·
• ful.l llne of photographic dlsplay products: mats, frames,
• professlonal print dlsplay preparation: mounting, texturlzlng,
spraying
·
Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida
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Annie Russell Theatre
'

. 10°/o Discount W/UCF-1.D.
Junior & Missy
7430 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fla.671-9916

r

will run Feb. 17-19 and 24-26 in
·the Performing Arts Center on
Valencia's East Campus.
The Dining Room. a comic
sketch by A.R. Gurney Jr., will
open March 29 and will play
March 30,31 and April 1-8 with
a matinee showing March 31.
The Dining Room will be performed in the Black Box
Theater on VCC's East Campus.
.
Package price for the fourdrama series is $12 for adult
general admission, with $6
admission for students, senior
citizens and VCC faculty and
staff.
The last production in VCC's
. 1983-1984 season will be Gold
Dust. by Jon Jory, perfonp.ed
by professional touring group
The Road Company. The
rollicking musical farce will
open for one night only on
March 15. Subscribers' price is
$10 for the performance.
General admission price is $12.
All evening showings will be a
t 8 p.m. Matinees will be at 2
p.rn. on selected dates. For
· ticket information call the VCC
box office at 275-1603.

The Annie Russell Theatre
on Rollins College campus is
celebrating its 52nd season
this fall. Babes in Arms will
open the season on Oct. 21 and
will run on Oct. 2·2 and 26-29.
The hit parade musical by
Rodgers and Hart will include
"I Wish I Were in Love
Again,'' ''Where or When,''
"My Funny Valentine" and
"The Lady is a Tramp."
The Man Who Came to Dinner will prelude the holiday
season on Dec. 2,3 and 7-10. It
is a vintage 1940 American
comedy by Moss Hart and
George S. Kaufman. The Glass
Menagerie,
Tennessee
Williams' masterpiece, will
open Jan. 27 to run on Jan . .28
and Feb. 1-4.
The Crucible, a classic drama
by Arthur Miller, will run March 16,17 and 21-24. Its topic is
the Salem witch hunts in
colonial America. Fashion'? or
Life in Neu York will open
May 4 to run May 5 and 9-12.
Ticket information is
available from the Annie
Russell box office at 646-2145.

FIJTlJ~E
TOP ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES
.For the summer of 1983

1. Dot Case .

L

16

·

sun . 12-6
Credit Cards

2. Wendy Meer
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A feast fit for a king at
Shakespeare's Tavern·
by Donna Howell
Entertainment editor

Imagine spinning back in
time, past 1940, 1920, 1900
and landing, plunk, in
Shakespeare's Tavern.

dieval days are rekindled for guests at Shakespeare's Tavern.

Course Class Starts
LSAT
.Sept.· 1
GRE
Sept. 12
GMAT
Sept.12
2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florirla 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening, or WeEV<ends

678·8400

Not quite the twilight zone,
yet far from reality,
Shakespeare's Tavern is
Orlando's newest, o1dest attraction. Upon entering,
guests are greeted by
authentic-looking wenches
and bid to partake of ~n ap·
propriate appetizer, mead,
which is an authentic honeyed·
wine more popular than water
in medieval time.
The entrance hall is dark
and filled with the loud conversation of courtesans and
cockney-accented peasants.
There are strolling musicians.
.Each guest is offered a
chunk of crusty bread dipped
in salt _before the feast begins.
Provided to whet the appetite, the bread-and-salt
combination is surprisingly
tasty.
A bellowing voice calls all
present to the feasting room,
a cavernous hall with several
long tables and gaslights on
the walls. The room's hollow
atmosphere seems faintly
reminiscent of the elevator
room in Disney Worlds
Haunted Mansion.
Guests are seated several
parties to a table and two or
three ·of the male guests are
designated the serving
grooms. -Not
sexist,
chivalrous.
Gargantuan pitchers of ale
and wines are provided, as
well as cola for the timid
guests. Most are surprised
when cloth aprons ru·e whisked around their necks but
relent when they discover no
napkins will be provided.
Neither is there silverware except for cutting knives.
A fat noble introduces the
first course, reciting a few
Shakepearean lines and then,
"Bring on the first remove!"

The first remove, it turns om,
means the first course,
described thusly on the parchment bill of fare:
Take: Item-Finest Gammons and choicest parts.
Boyle them until ye mete so
tendre leaves ye bones. Ye
whole pounded in a marble
mortar to smoothest paste.
Strewe over it: Item-Freshly
ground Herbes and Spices
and I tern-Liquor from ye
hocks-Then when perfectly
mixed, set all ·into Potting
pans.
The above is transformed
into a slab of seasoned meat,
probably something betweeri
pate de foi gras and liverwurst, with more delicious
crusty bread.
_
As guests nibble at the offerings, the "entertainment"
begins. Songsters, jugglers,
magicians and other "court
jester" types provide a show
that lasts through the night.
The second remove is leek
soup and more bread (no
spoons yet.) Between the second and sixth remove comes
fried fish, sherbet, poultry
with potatoes and yams and a
formidable English pudding.
The dinner begins near 7:30
p:m. and lasts until about 10
p.m. No one emerges un- .
satified, unstuffed or
unperplexed by a truly unique
evening.
During the course (or many
courses) of the evening, one
will likely meet King Henry
VIII or Queen Elizabeth I,
and join in a choral round or
dance promenade.
Shakespeare's Tavern was
opened in April by a 14-yearold compa~y called London
Entertains, which operates
four similar establishments in
Britain. Shakespeare's
Tavern is the first to open in
the United States, and more
are in the planning stages.
Twenty entertainers are
employed by the Orlando
tavern, most of which have

l\.le5L<!V
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Wesley Foundation
(United Methodist)
Welco1nes You to (or back
to)UCF
YOU COULD

WIN A NEW FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE.

'Ben@.hoite'l:enrer

Visit your nearest participating Bell PhoneCenter and enter
the Bell PhoneCenter Talk's Cheap sweepstakes.* You
could \!Vin a new FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE. an
Apple //e computer. a Kenwood stereo component system
or a 3-album record coll~ction. No purchase necessary.

* full detilils ilnd entry forms are availill>le at your P<'niopating Bell rho11t'CcnH.' r' No purchil'l' requir~'C1 Void_

the ~t.itc of W,1,hing1on .incl
wherever prohibited l>y t.iw Open to conege students registered a11_ime of entry on'' lull t•ml' or p.1n -umc l>.l'" ,I! .my ~ -5 C?llr_ge o~ Untv~'"'ty
Residents of Ohio ONLY m.iy receive .in entry forrn <1nd full dct.irb l>y sending .i ..ell-.1da·•'''<C'd. '<1<1mped envelop<' to Be 11 rnont Ccni~ r
Ent Request. r.o . Box 4434 R. Blair. Nebri\Sk.i. <>8009 Limit one request per envelop<' Rt'<i• '<'"' mu,1 Ix' reuwt'C1 l>y Scprrmbcr 30. I CJK3
ry
Sweer~take~cnd~OctObC'r 31. tC)H3
111

With a Submarine Party
When: Wed, Aug. 31at4pm
Where: S.O.L. (Across from
Suh-sLance: Campus Mail Boxes)
Fun. Food and Meet Some "Deep" People
Sub-sistence:
A Nuclear Suh Sandwich (5 feet long)
Suh-jects:
All SLudents A hove. or Below,
"Spn" You There!!

c Level
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True British entertainment, not Benny Hill this time.

Tavern-------------------~m~~w
been "imported" from
England by the management.
According to Director of
Sales
Peter
Triolo,
Shakespeare's Tavern has
received an excellent response
from the public. "The concept
~ppeals to all ages, from kids
on up to senior citizens," he

said.- Lunchtime entertainment is available, as are
facilities .for private celebrations. London Entertains' Old
Country establishments include ·Beefeater, Cockney, the
Caledonian
and
Shakespeare's Tavern and
Playhouse.

Reservations can be made
by calling 841-4144. Cover
price (all inclusive except for
bar drinks) is slightly over
$20 per person.

'

'

No

wonCler

tl)epay
1550 ·.

lousy, the
benefits . are
so great~
As a volunteer, you'll get
to help America stand a little taller. ·
And y~u'll stand a little taller
yourself. Ar:nerica needs your help
or we wouldn't be asking. Your
community needs your help. People
eighteen or eighty:-we doJ?'t care as
long as you do. ·.
.
.
VISTA is coIIBng alive ag~.
Corne alive with us. VISTA. C~ll
toll free: 800-424-8580· Or wnte
VISTA, Box A, Washington, D. C.
20525.

One word
will tell you .
why mo.re students
rent furniture from
Aaron Rents than
any.other company in
the USA:

VALUE.

Students have known for
years that at Aaron Rents
the word "value" means
more furniture, more ·quality, more service for less money than
anywhere else. Tpat's why more· students coast-to-coast rent from
Aaron Rents Furniture than ahy other furniture rental company
in the country.

Aaron Rents Furniture
5232 S. Orange Ave.

1002 N. Semoran Blvd.

851-5810

281-1531

VISTA
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Lysette Anthony and Ken Marshall star as Princess Lyssa and Prince Colyn in ~he epic adventure movie Krull.

Krull: science fiction fantasy by formula
by Donna Howell
Entertainment editor

Krull, billed as an epic
adventure, blends a battle of
good and evil with high tech
weaponry and medieval fantasy.
The drama begins with an
abrupt wedding between
Princess Lyssa (Lysette Anthony) and Prince Colwyn

(Ken Marshall). The marriage
will unite the two kingdoms
of the Krull.planet against the
Slayers, alien beings commanded .by an evil, omnipotent Beast who wants to control Krull.
On the wedding night,
ceremonies are interrupted by
a raid as the Slayers
devastate the kingdom and
capture. the princess. Colwyn

must search for a mystical
weapon, called the Glaive, to
save her and return the planet
to its peaceful condition.
Colwyn meets with a
mystic ·guide, Ynyr, who guided him to the weapon, which
is hidden high upon a mountain. On the journey they
meet changelings, a Cyclops,
a seer and the Widow ·of the
Web, who lives in a cave

where a gigantic spider
threatens all .who enter.
When Colwyn finally confronts the Beast, he is confronted w_ith ,a possible. The
Beast's horrid castle disap.Pears. and reappears at different locations daily.
Colwyn's activ~ties are
those of an adventurer in a
paperback fantasy. That is to
say, the film is predictable at

RECORDS

best, using a hodgepodge of
features found in science fiction, mythology, historical
improvisations and other film
types.
The act~ng shows no glaring defects and the Cyclops
proves quite endearing. Better than the movie was the
feature about Princess
Lyssa's wedding gown in
_M_o_d_e_rn_B_n_·a_e_.- - - - - .
Take stock in
America with
u. s. Savings
Bonds. 'Cause
a country can't
live on
·
love alone .

& ·TAPES

Central Florida's Largest
\

\

Record and Tape Outlet
lnYitcs you to stop by!! .
For the latest in I~o~k, l)ance,Jazz
(]assical, and n1orc.

Located on 4 36.Jnst c a st of-the
\ 1-T I 1 I Cl- I ()

1\lia111011tc
F-'-' l 0- 1 I

~lull
1111 .
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Coming Attractions: What's New?
1

The largest bridal fashion
show ever held in Central
Florida will be presented Sunday at the Buena Vista Palace
in Walt Disney World
Village.
The American . Bridal
Showcase will highlight the
season's latest wedding apparel and services, presented
by Mitchell's Formal Wear
and Brenner's Bridal and
Dress Shop.
The event opens at 1 p.m.
with door prizes and a fashion
show at 2 p.m. A reception
will follow. Admission is free
to all brides and grooms. Call
Linda Worthley at 830-0020

Tampa Theater's schedule
of September events includes
the following films: (showings
at 8 p.m. unless noted)
9/l-Seuen Beauties (R)
912-My Fair Lady (G)
913-What's Up Tiger Lily?
(PG) at 7 p.m. and Take the
Money and Run, (PG) at 8:35
p.m.
.
9/4-lntermezzo (G) at 7 p.m.
and Gaslight (G) at 8:35 p.m.
9/9-Bananas (R)
9110-Smithereens (R) at 7
and 9 p.m.
9/ll-Jour. De Fete (0) at 7
p.m. and Mon Oncle (G) at
8:25 p.m.
9/15-HeartBeat (R)

Ray (Jim Usher) and his son Academy Award-winning moBilly Ray Jr. (John Williams) tion picture
starring
with her for a visit to Golden Katherine Hepburn and .
9/16-Manhattan. (R)
Pond. Amusing conflicts oc- Henry Fonda.
9/17-Das Boot (R)
.
cur
between them all as Nor9/18-Rebel Without a Cause
On Golden Pond is a good
. man's sharp wit hits its peak. play made better by polished
(G)
This heartwarming comedy actors.
9121-Voyage En Douce (R)
made it big on Broadway and
9/22-Three Women (PG)
9/23-Stardust Memories paved the way for an
(PG)
9124-Tess (PG)
9125-Giant (G) at 7.p.m.
College Night I Tuesdays
,lt+t~~t.
9128-Pennies From Heaven

Imports $1.00 - (with college

(R)

9/29-A Midsummer Night's
Sex Comedy (PG).
For more information call
the Tampa Theater box office
at (813) 223-8981.

1oi/

Mon. - T.V. Football
hurs. - Electronic Dart Tournaments
Fri. & Sat. - Live Entertainment

. SEPT. 2-3 THE MIX
(All Girl New Wave Band)

Happy Hour 4:30 - 6:30

ou?

\

ue

Beer ·Wine · Sandwk;he5

834-6300

-

HOURS:
Mon. - Thurs. 11-12
Fri. & Sat . 11-2
101 CANDACE DR . / FERN PARK
1 FREE DRAFT WITH THIS AD

ARNOLD ART & GRAPHICS
ARTIST SUPPLIES
Caring for the students' needs·

Discount with college I.D .

. MAJOR BRANDS
Drafting•TABLES~ AIRBRUSHES•.A RCHES• P APER•CRESCENT

MATBOARD•STRATHMORE • BIENF ANG•G RUMBACHER• ·
MEMBER

WINSOR & NEWTON•FRAMES•EASELS•LIQUITEX•KOH-1-NOO~•
ULANO• FRED RIX

894-6621
538 NORTH BUMBY

-••
VISA"

~

"SERVING ORLANDO SINCE 1946"

ACROSS THE STREET FROM COLONIAL PLAZA

SEEDS & STEMS
Health shop
11631 E Colonial Drive
next to the Point After
275-0350

NATURAL VITAMINS
For the N utritonai Consulller

Huge HERB .S election
Low- prices-Refrence books
Aloe.Vera

PACK-A~DAYS

Body Building Packs
Brain Pow-er Packs
Longevity Packs
81950 one lllQnth supply
-

·Posters - Tapestries
Incense - Oils
I

Pipes-Scales-Books
ROLLING P APERS-*25 ·
ORION'S HERBAL
"Superenergy Capsule'.'
T-.S HIRTS
ROCK & RAl)JCAL
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At the Future we have
Accounts that need
SERVICE!
CALL 275-2865 .
or come by the
Future trailer

For Your Future
YOU NEED MONEY
and Experience!!

SOME OF
'THE

MOST ·
IMPORTANT
WORK FOR
CANCER IS
BEING DONE
OUTSIDE
THE LAB.

"\ .
.

.

.

.

.

s \-\e's Ron Rosst,.

ti~:~~~l<.~~cr'~~o"ciol

.
ors s1udenl ReP
even\ you ve
·you've got a C~eer expert 1or who
.
much ·you'\\
- and ne's y~ur .
\-\e can te\\ you now
\\
got breW~\y \(nows h\S C~O~S~W to serve \t. me 1ree adv\ce. CO
Ron re
to get \t, an
on \ce, get so \ b\g success.
need, wDere ou pu\ the coors ,, the b\9 even a
.
.
u '\\ ne\p rna"e
so be1ore V
Ron at 273-5316. ne

It's being done in
automobiles and living
rooms .-Over coffee
and cake. By people
like Madeline Mitza and
Theresa Barbieri.
They met when
Mad.eline was in treatment for breast cancer
and Theresa was the
volunteer who drove
hE;)r to her therapy appointments. Now, like
Theresa, Madeline is
bringing help and
hope to other women
as a Reach to Recovery
volunteer.
Madeline and Theresa are living proof
that "it's people who
give people the will to
live. The work in the lab
must continue. And so
must the work outside.
we need your help.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.
~ 1983 Adolph C~ Company. Golden.Col0rodo 80401 · Brewer or Fine Quality BeelS Since 1873

ARE YOU COMING UP SHORT
AT THE END OF THE MONTH?
There's one thing that's probably common to all college
students. They have to watch their finances. Here's news about
some help you may be able to get.
Air Force ROTC has four, three and two-year scholarships that
provide you $100 a month and co1,er all tuition, books and lab
and incidental fees. As an AFROTC cadet, you'll e.nter an exciting
program of Air Force instruction that prepares you for one of the
most gratifying management opportunities available today.
Then, as a commissioned officer in the Air Force, you 'll find
responsibility and challenge from your very first
assignment . .. you 'll find that people respect you for what you
do best.
Consider the Air Force as one of your goals, and consider the .
AFROTC program as a road to that goal. If you need financial help
to free your mind for your studies, find out about AFROTC scholarships today.
. ~APT
MARI<.. C.o'/NC

CotJ 7'1c.1":

kLt. M. ~ 1oJ1 \1f.5
R. Oo M 2 ·1Lt

t

F11J€ AR.n
B LD&
L 7 5 - 2 "2.. b If-

Gateway to a great woy of life.

Contact:
Capt. Mark Coyne
Humanities &Fine Arts
Room 214
275-2264

•
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Sports week
Saban says young Knights
will learn from experience
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

Starting with a football
team that is made up of 75
percent freshmen, head coach
Lou Saban said that the
players are beginning to
realize the toughness of the
season ahead.
Saban said this year's

, squad will be a young one
that will learn much from experience. In fact, the Knights
have only 15 players returning from last year's squad.
Saban admits that the youth
movement will create some ,
headaches for himself and the
rest of the coaching staff.
"Sure it's going to - create
some problems. While they

grow they're going to make
some mistakes,'' he said.
"Hopefully we can just keep
playing them and hope they
don't make that many
mistakes and let them learn
on the go. We don't have any
choice.''
Saban said that since their
workout schedule shifted to
one practice a day on Aug. 22,
the team has gotten more of a
feel for what will be involved
in achieving a successful
season. The team had been
working out twice a day since
practice began on Aug. 11.
"The two-a-day sessions werereal killers," he said. "Now
we go to one a day and we get
organized and we start looking forward to our first game.
So we 've got an objective out
there. During two-a-days all
you wanted to do was learn
and get through with them.
The players worked lrard in
extremely high temperatures
during the two-a-day pracPorn Grmson Future
tices, according to Saban. He
The Knights hope running back Kim Nixon will be the answer
said that those sessions were to a potent running attack. Last year the Knights gained only 334
successful in getting the yards mshing for the entire season. Saban feel this year's runplayers in good condition and il.ing game will be greatly improved.
·
getting a rough idea where
certain players belonged.
UCF 1983 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
The attitude of the players
has been cooperative thus far
into practice, Saban said, and
added that they are beginning
to settle down and set their
sights on the first game
against Elizabeth City State
in the Tangerine Bowl on
Sept. 2.

Coach Jeremiah Davis instructs quarterback candidate Dana
Th.vhsen during an afternoon workout.

~en's- soccer
by Paco De Valdivielso

Men's soccer coach Jim
Rudy is optimistic that this
:vear·s team can return to the
NCAA Division II play-offs
and match, if not surpass, last
year's achievement, . which
marked the teams first appearance in post-season play.
Fourteen members of the
team that finished last season
with a 10-4-2 record and the
No. 7 ranking among Division
11 schools will be returning to
the Knights, including team
capLain Lance McKinnon, and
/\II -Americans Rick Bratincevic and Rony Francois.
Brntincevic,
a
senior
goalkeeper from Toronto needs
Pight, shutouts to tie the UCF
n><.·ord of 2!1 held hy Winston

· Because of the youth movement this season, Saban said
that no one has any inside
tracks on starting po.s itions
yet. He said that he would
have a better idea on a starSaban, page 24

Dat e

Team

Locat ion

Time

SPp l. 2

F: liza heth City S ta te Uni v.

HO ME

St• pt . 10

Ge>org ia Sou t hern College

S tates boro. (, A

7:p.m.

. 'pp t. 17

Sou t heas t ern Louis iana Uni\' .

Hammond . LA

8:00p.m.

S(•rl . ~ 4

Univ. of

* (k l. I

Valdosta State

(k l. H

<kt. I !1
( kl ~9
"\I l \ ". !)
'\()\ "
\1 1\ .

l :Z
I !l

ort h A la ha ma

RPthune-Cookma n College
Uni v. of Richmond
Au s lin-Pea:v State Univ.
Cars on- ewman College
'icholls S t a te Uni v.
For t Lewis College

7:30p.m.

HO M E

7:30p.m.

HOME

7:30p.m .

HOME

7:3 0p.m.
1:30p.m.
2:30p.m.
1:30p.m .
7:30p.m .
7:30p.m.

Richmond . VA
Clarksville. T
Jefferson Cil_v .
HOME
HOME

* l l11111 pc11111ing

preparing for a tough fall season

DuBoBe. Francois. a senior
forward from Port Au Prince,
·Haiti. led the Knights in
scoring for the second straight
vear in 1982, and is second on.
the UCF all-time spring list
with 66 points. including 23
career goals.
Rounding out . the 18-man
roster are freshmen Jon Burns,
a High ·s chool All-American
from Atlanta and Brian Smith,
from Texas. In addition,
Rohert "Smitty" Smith and
Amir Bushard are third-year
Lr~nnsfer students. Coach Rudy
Pxpects Buschard. a skillful
forward who can shoot with
hoth feet, to score goals and
"lwlp carry the burden."
The only weakness Rudy
is in the midfield where
th(• loss of top recruit Gregg

sl'<'S

SO<'cer. page 25

ErlPP n

Greg Johnson makes the save at the feet of Lance McKinnon and Brian Rannie.

Som e l~on ' Future
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King looks for a ~trong year
thanks to winning attitudes
because she believes the team
is entering this season with a
Future Sports
tremendous attitude.
What King looked for in her
Last season, UCF volleyball ·
players
is the desire to win.
coach Lyn King compiled a 26"What
I looked for in
25 overall· record and a 10-2
recruiting
was
attitude.
mark in Sunshine State comThey're
all
giving
150
percent
petition. This year she hopes to
right
now
and
I
can't
see
that
improve on those numbers
changing," King said. She
remarked that her players are
easy and enjoyable to work
with: "When I say jump, they
ask how high and that's a big
change from last year."
The team is well endowed
with both height and depth.
Heidi Dexter, a freshman from
Colorado, stands six feet tall
and plays blocker. "She's the
kind of player that does not
allow anything to get by her
and she's just - outstanding,"
King said. The team will have
14 players on the roster, instead of 12 that were carried
last season.
Volleyball coach Lyn King
by Scott Gunnerson

198:! UCF Lad,v Knight Volleyball Schedule

l

.

Oct. 21-2'2

*SALE*

TBA

7p.m.
7p.m.

TBA
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.

TBA

6p.m.

0<"t.2fi

HOME
SOUTH FLORIDA/STETSON/
UCF
*Rollins
HOME
Jacksonville Tournament
Jacksonville
(Jacksonville, UCF. FIU, Tampa,
West Georgia, Charlestonl
Ort. :n
Clemson, UCF
HOME
Nov. I
*Florida Institute of Technology
Melbourne
Nov.:!
Tampa
*Tampa
Nov.8
'SAINT LEO
HOME
Nov. 10
*Florida Southern
Lakeland
Nov . 15
*ECKERD
HOME
Nov. 18-19
Sunshine State Conference
TBA
Tournament
HOME GAMES IN CXPS *denotes Sunshine State Conference

ss\\\\

Honda World's Campus

TBA

Charleston Tournament (Bapti<>t.. Charles ton, S.C.
S.C.-Aiken. Limestone. Francis
Miri:n UCF.ROIDE. ~
S.C.-Spartanburg}
Lakeland
Florida Southern Tournament
(Jacksonville, Troy,State, FIU;
Tampa. Jacksonville State, North
Alabama. Florida Southern, UCF)
Wmt.er Park
*Rollins
HOME
*FLORIDA INSTITUTE OF
Technology
HOME
UCF INVITATIONAL (Florida
Southern, FIU. FAMU, Rollins,
Jacksonville, Stetson, UCFl
*TAMPA
HOME
Saint Leo
*Saint Leo
HOME
*FLORIDA SOUTHERN
St. Petersburg
*Eckerd
Florida Southern Tournament (Air
Lakeland
Force, FJU, USF, Jacksonville,
Miami Dade-South. FSU. UCFl

Sept. Hi-17

The roster includes Carol SrpL :IO 0<"1. I
Sniegowski, Anita Wettwer,
Julie Anderson, Pam Sutton,
Heidi Dexter, Dee Dee McOd. 4
Clemmon, Bonnie Fazio, Patti Ort.!i
Stevenson, Juli Arnold, Connie
Armstrong, Cindy Chwalik, Oct. 7-8
Millie Ross, Sharon Vobornik
and Karen Riva. Wynne
0C'L 11
Wycoff, a freshman, will be red- Ori. t:l
shirted this year but will still Ort.18
practice with the team.
Oct.20
According to King, the top
three teams in the Sunshine
State Conference last season,
Florida Southern, Florida International and UCF, lost
their starting lineups to
graduation, but they will still
be the top teams as will Tampa
which had a great recruiting
year. This year's goal for the
UCF team is to win the Sunshine State Conference and
make it into the regional tournament according to King.

Time

Location

Opponent

Dal.t•

7p.m.

TBA

2&3p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
TBA

Metts gets
fall legs
moving

·

SWHISPERWOOD II

by Ted Young
Future sports

New Hondas at the
Lowest Prices Anvwherel

A CONDOMINUM
WE'RE HARD TO FIND
-Our off-the-highway location makes
for a unique atmosphere in Winter Park.
-We offer 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, pool,
jacuzzi, great appliances, and
peace & quiet near U.C.F.

NXSO Express
Electric Start
was $599
Now $299

REMEMBER, WE'RE HARD TO
FIND, SO CALL
677-5947

NU50 Express
Oil injection
was $649
now $349

Over 1,000 New Hondas in

5o/o Do-wn.

Stock~

No Closing
Costs. ·

-ALL MODELS ON SALE-

Special Prc-Co11struction
Prices from $42,590

The 1982 UCF Cross Country team had its best season
ever last year and the 1983
season looks even stronger.
"This year's team will be a
lot stronger because I feel we
have more depth," said s.econd
year coach Tom Metts. Last
year the men's team consisted
of only sµc runners. This year
that number has been increased to 16.
The men's team has placed
first the 12ast two years among
Division II teams in the Sunshine State Conference.
Last year the men's team
ranked second in the Sou th
among Division II schools and
ranked 19th in the nation.
This year's men top runners,
according _to Metts will be Ken
Brace and David Smith.
''The women's team is young
but improving," according to
Metts. "Within two years we
could develop into a solid Cross
Country team. ''
Last year's women 's team
finished second in the Sunshine
SLaLe Conference and hopes to
Metts, page 26

lln•v" •"!y Rlv<i

<:.

C70 Passport
Electric Start
was $799
now $499

CB450SC NightHawk
Electric Start
was $1999
now $1299
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.

Only at HONL?A WORLD

6436 E. Colonial Dr. (Hwwy. 50) Orlando
Ph. 277-6880Closed Sun.-Mon.

7300 Swallow Run, Winter Park 32792
Telephon_e: (305) ~77-5947
MARTEK DEVELOPMENT CO. OF FLORIDA. INC.

Tom Metts
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UCF Women' Soccer Schedule

Opponent

Date

Sept. 8
Sept. 10-11
Sept. 10
Sept. 11
Sept. 11
Sept. 24-25
Oct. 8-9
Oct. 15-16
Oct. 15
Oct. lfi

Oct. 16

. Ann Ronsom 'Fulure

UCF's Mary Varas battles for the ball in competition last ye8!. Varas will be._returning to the
Knight's potent lineup this season.

Oct. 22-23
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19-20

University of Cincinnati
University of Cincinnati
Tournament
University Missouri at St. Lewis
Michigan State Univeristy
University Wisconson-Madison
Courtland State Tournament
Tournament of Champions
4th Annual UCF Fighting
Knights Women's lnvitaional:
George Mason vs. UCF/
University of Cincinnati vs. SIU
George Mason vs. UCF/
University of Cincinnati
UCF vs. SIU/George Mason vs.
University of Cincinnati
UCF Collegiat.e Club Invitational
Exhibition
First J3.ound ·
First Round
NCAA Quarterfinals
NCAA National Championships

Location

Time

Away
Away

7p.rn.

Away
Away·
Away
Away
Rome
Home

4p.m.
lp.m.
5p.m.
TBA
TBA

lla.m.
3p.m.
lOp.m.

Home
TBA
TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA
TBA
' TBA
UCF

Women's soccer looks
to equal last season
by Paco DeV aldivielso
Fu lurP l\port c;

The 1983-84 women's soccer
team has the arduous task of
living up to last year's NCAA
Division
II
runner-ups.
However, 12 members of last
• year's team are returning this
year, including team captain
Linda Gancitano-.
On The darker side, both
Laura Dryden and Michelle
Sedika are injured and
questiona ble for the rest of the
season.
Coach Jim Rudy said he expects some stiffer competition
this year. "Our region has gotten so hard that if we lose one

game we shouldn't, we may not
be selected to go to the
nationals,'' Rudy said.
To help out this season are
newly acquired forwards Irene
Brassil of Miami and Chris
Kessler of Granite City. Brassil
has just returned from an international tournament in
Sweden where she_ had three
two-goal games.
On defense Rudy has high
hopes for freshman fullback
Cindy Jones, who he hopes will
feed the ball to the forwards as
well as protect the goalie.
The team begins the season
with a month of away games,
Ann Ransom Future
the first at the Univers,i ty of
Senior defender Linda Gancitano goes after the ball in game against George Washington
Cincinnati on -Sept. 8.
University last year. Gancitano will also be returning to the team this season.

Sports Commentary

Soccer just doesn't
cut it as a real sport
thumbs are much more effective. You don't see Chris
Collinsworth take off hiri cleats
am-J divP for a Ken Anderson
Football doesn't start until bomb feet first do you?_ And
next weekend. The first "spor- when was the last you saw
ts" event of this school year is, _Dave Winfield take. off his
believe it or not, a soccer game mill. say "Who needs this
this Thursday. Pathetic. Why thing?",- throw it aside. and go
couldn't the school have spon- after a .Jim Rice drive off t.he
sorpd n network ''Battle of the wall and kick the ball back into
SLars." or a liverwurst eating the field?
contest. or a "Let's All Sit
){eal Americans can't stand
Around and Watch a Big the game. That was proven
Hunk of lee Melt" festival. y;hen the North American SocAnything. Anything but soc- CPr I ,eague tried to add twelve
CPr. that is.
teams to its lousy league a few
Why am T so tough on soc- venrs ago. All folded. Why?
C('r? 8imple--it's a stupid .game. fkcause who wants to watch a
Thjnk ahout it. In all other hunch of foreigners with names
tl'a m sports (like baseball. · >'OU can't pronounce running
fnnt.hnll. basketball) when the around a football field wearing
hall comes your way, you catch ugl.\· little shorts bouncing a
it. In soccer. vou leave vour hlnck and white hall off their
hnncis h.v you~ side and ~tick hPads? Yuck. Even 14th reruns _
your HE/\O in front of it. of ··Thrpe's Company" sound
I>c~·sn 't. Lake an Einstein to
good comrmreci to that.
fih'1.tr<' out that something ain't
Ev •n Europeans know how
koslwr ht.-n>. You 're supposed , lous~· tJw game is. ln German~·
to "c<ltch .. thl' ball wit.h your 1111d l•:ngland and places like
fr•pt (r>n sumahlv· after vou ·ve t.hc1t. thC'_,. call it football:
hloodic.>d _vour heaci). E~er try prohnhl~· hoping to attract uncnlching something with your suspPct ing American tourists
f<'(•t? Big t.oes may hP nic<.'. but whn think it.'s t.hp real thing.

20.00 to 30.00

By Raz Savage
Future Sports

1

SPECIAL RING DAVS
·Aug~ 30,31

and Sept.1,2
10amto2pm
Book Store

II t!!!.ft.!.~!.!.!
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Saban
ting team after a scrimmage
scheduled for Aug. 24 or 25.
While many of the positions
are wide open, the qu~u'ter-

back slot appears to be narrowed down to last year's two
returning quarterbacks,
junior Dana T.ftyhsen and

sophomore Raymond Agee.
Both saw action in games last
year and according to Saban,
their experience gives them

the jump on the starting spot. Knight's offense will be the
Saban added, however, that kicking of senior Scott Ryerall five quarterbacks in camp son. Last year, Ryerson led
have seen equal practice time. the team in scoring with 31
points. He was six of 12 on
A brighter side for the field goals and he did not miss
Knights this season should be an extra point. Ryerson is the
the addition of a potent runn- Knight's (:areer scoring leader
ing game. Battling for play- and he has led the team in
ing time this season will be scoring the past two seasons.
freshmen, Terrence Bonner, According to Saban, Ryerson
Eugene Muhart, Kim Nixon is looking excellent in pracand Lorenza "Chicken" tice.
Defense could be a problem
Rivers. Last year the Knights
gained only 334 yards this year for the Knights.
rushing for the entire season. Four-year starting linebacker
Saban said he would like to Bill Giovanetti is gone and
believe that this year's runn- the defense will lack depth,
ing game will be greatly im- according to Saban. He said
proved. He said he hopes that that he hopes to get some
this year's offense will be one you th and size in there and
capable of scoring some hope that the younger players
points.
don't make . that many
Another plu~ for the mistakes.

Get out of the bleachers and into the press box.
UCF's Athletic program is growing and so must the campus
sports coverage. The Future.needs sports writers today. For more
information contact Sports editor Lee Lerner at 275-2601 or stop
by the Future office.
-

Future file photo

The Knight's senior kicker Scott Ryerson will be back this season to try and add to bis UCF
career scoring mark of 93 points.
·

Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention I

IF YOU LIKE BANKING.
MADE EASY
,. YOU'LL LOVE US
RED KEN

· The Citizens Bank Of Oviedo is
·1ocated just minutes from the
UCF campus. We have
spacious parking, fast drive in
tellers and two CITIZENS 24 HR
automated teUers in Oviedo
and at UCF in the ATM building.
All to make banking easy for
you.
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full .\'our hair looks.
·
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scalp.
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UCF Men's Soccer Schedule

Date
Opponent
Thu rn. Sept. 1 Southern Illinois University
Sun. Sept. 4
College of Boca Raton
Mon. Sept. 5
Miami Dade South
·
(exhibition)

Location
H ome
Home
Home

Sun. Sept. 11 U.S. Air Force Academy
Werl. Sept. 14 University of South Florida
Sun. Se~t. 18 Florida Atlantic University
Tues. Sept. 20
*St. Leo College
Tues. Sept. 27 Florida International
University

Home
Away
Home
Away
Away

Noon
4p.m.
2p.m.
3:30p.m. _
· 7:30p.m.

Sun. Oct·. 2
Fri. Oct. 7

Home
Home .

2p.m.
3:30p.m.

*Eckerd College
Stetson University

Time
6:15p.m.
2p.m.

Sun. Oct. 9
*Florida Southern
Sat. Oct. 15. .
Mercer University
Mon. Oct. 17 Atlantic Christian College

Home
Home
Home

2p.m.
lp.m.
4p.m.

Thurs. oct. 20
Sat. Oct. 22
Mon. Oct. 24

*Biscayne College
Ahna College
Erskine College

Away
Home
Home

3p.m.
Noon
3:30p.m.

Sun. Oct. 30
Fri. Nov. 4

*Rollins College
*University of Tampa

Home
Away

2p.ro.
3:30/
7:30p.m.

* F.-1. T. -Melbourne

Home

3p.m.

Tues. Nov.

s· -.

*Conference Games
Head Coach-Jim Rudy

Eileen SamelsoniFul ure

Jon Burns, a freshman midfielder, takes on team captain Lan~e
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . McKinnon in practice at the UCF Soccer facilitie~.

Soccer--rrom page 21
Dunning and scoring threat
Mike Brancato will hurt.
Nevertheless, Rudy hopes· to
get more goals· from the midfielders, since he wants "more
people to sc:ore be~ides Fran-.
cois."
Despite the 't rampling the
playing field toOk at the hands
of two United States Football
League teams that trained on
it last spring, Rudy is happy
with the field. "It's not as good
as it was," Rudy said, "It's a ·
little bumpier, but it still is a
very good field and we hope to
. keep it in good shape."
Rudy says this year's team
is strong and all the players are
in good physical condition.
''The players are getting along
well and they're starting to
realize they have to stick
. together because it's going to
: be tough.''
.
Aside from · the powerful
Sunshine State Conference
UCF will play four Division I
schools, including No. 3-ranked
power house
Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville in the
season opener Thursday at
UCF.
Also included on · the 19·
match schedule are the Air
Force, South Florida and Stetson teams.
Future reporter Wayne Starr
contributed to this story.

The Brothers ·of

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!

PI KAPPA ALPHA

The First Baptist Church of Oviedo
Dr. William R. Marr, Pastor
·Stan Tiiiman, Minister of Youth If Education

·welcome the Gr~ek
Women of UCF Back
to School

· Just 5 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

Alpha Delta Pi
Zeta Tau Alpha
SANCTUARY

Education Building

Metrc;>.Orlando's Oldest Baptist Church

PfBeta Phi
Delta Delta Delta

Fresh! Alive! Exciting! Bible-Centered!
Evangelistic! A Church on the Grow!
Anchored to the rock, a_nd planning for the future!
College B! Career Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:30•11:00 a.m.
~arm Evening Worship Service 7_ p.m.

Kappa Delta

Call for tlm'j of:
Wednesday Prayer -f.ing •Choirs
Co-Sponsor of UCF Baptld: · mpus Ministry

UCFSTUDENTS ARE WEL

EAT ALL TIMES

Call for free tra ·.

*''•

·'{~il:"W-..

· ••:~~1 .

S0ccer coach Jim Rudy

./\;~r~
. .·i.·,·

Home: 365-3758
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Sports briefs
The UCF Women's basketball team will hold tryouts at
the UCF gym from Aug. 29 to
Sept. 1 at 6 p.m. For more information, contact Coach Joe
Sanchez at 275-2256. Come
ready to play.

sity and the University of
Miami. For more.:.information,
contact Steve Martinez at
(305)275-4359
or
Craig
Kirkland at (305)568-6467.

•••

•••
The UCF fencing team will
The university athletic field
·hold practice at the multipur- will be the site of the "Third
pose room (next to the gym) on Annual
Young
Tuesdays and Thursdays from Republican/Young Democrat
6 to 8 p.m. Also a beginning All-Star Sports Competition
fencing leisure class will be and Field Day." The event will
open at the same time. This be held Aug. 27 from 10 a.m.
year's fencing team will com- to 3 p.m. For more inforpete against the University of mation. contact Doug Geutzloe
Florida, Florida State Univer- at 628-2324.

The Recreational Services
noon hour physical fitness
program is now underway with
classes to suit your ex~rcise
style. The following classes are
available:
Free Exercise
Aerobic Dance·
Weight Trai~ng for Women
Aqua Dynamics
Faculty and staff members
can join as many classes as
they want for a $10 fee per
semester. Students are free.
Sign-up in advance at the Office of Recreational Services or

come to the class of your choice nL noon. Call x-2408 for more
information.
FALL Intramural Sports Schedule
Entry Date(s)
Sport
Sept. 7
Sept. 8
Sept., 19-23
Sept., 19-22
Oct. 5
Oct., 19
Oct. 26
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov.17
Nov.21
Dec. 1

Flag Football
Volleyball
Golf (long drive & closest to pin)
Punt. Pass & Kick
Tennis Singles
Tennis Doubles
3 Man Basketball
Golf Tournament
Ultimate
Coed Turkey Trot
Weight Lifting
Coed Supersports
1983 CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE
Me11
Date

Meet

Sept. lO
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct.8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 13
*"B" squad

Distance

South Florida, Tampa, UCF
4 miles
Jacksonville Invitational
5 miles
Florida State Invitational
10,000 meters
*Saint Leo Invitational
5 miles
Rollins
5 miles
South Florida Invitational
5 miles
Sunshine State Conference
5 miles
Tournament
Univ. of Florida Invitational
5 miles
NCAA Division II Regionals
10,000 meters
NCAA Nati()nal Championships 10,000 meters

Location
Tampa
Jac~sonville

Talahasse
Saint Leo
UCF
Tampa
Saint Leo
Gains ville
Carrolton, Ga.
TBA

Women
Meet

Distance

Jacksonville Invitational
Saint Leo Invitational
Rollins
South Florida Invitational
Sunshine State Conference
Tournament
Uniy. of Florida Invita tional
NCAA Division I1 Regionals
NCAA Division II Nat ional
Championship

3 miles
3miles
3 miles
3miles
3miles

Date

Now

Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Ocl. I
Oct. 8
Oct. T5

'•

saVe$25.
on 14K gold College Rings.

Orl. 22
Ort. 29
Nov. l:l

.->9!~V1,:

A~"''}~/

Now's the time to think about
your college ring Not 1ust any
·
ring a 14K Gold College Ring
from ArtCarved The karat gold
Jewelry that's designed and handcrafted for lasting value
And now an Ar tCarved 14K Gold
College Ring 1s more affordable than you
thin k Choose from an ent ire col lection of
14 K Gold ArtCarved Col lege Rin gs and
save $25 This offer is for a limited time
onl y, so come 1n and see al l the great ·
Ar tCarve d styles with the custom option s
that can let you have the ri ng of your
choice. th e way you want 1t.
So grad uate in style Graduate to gold !

3 miles
5,000 met ers
TBA

DATE

August 26th
last day

TIME

9:00 - 3:00

PLACE

Bookstore

Oepos11 Required
Mas1erCard or Visa Acce p1ed

c 1983 AnCarved Class R1nqs h•r.

~
{fo'-'Q
0

Gainsville
Carrolton. Ga.
TBA

from page 22

~ ,.- ,.
,.,

Location
Jacksonville
Saint Leo
UCF
Tampa
Saint Leo

repeat that performance this
year. The top female runner
this·year will be Gail Jones, according to Metts.
Metts added that both teams
a;re pleased · that they are
receiving recognition due to
their acomplishments over the
past few seasons.

The men 's team opens its
season on Sept. 10 with a four
mile meet against University
of Sou th Florida and University of Tampa in Tampa.
The women's team has its
first meet September 17 in
Jacksonville.

Nothing else feels hke real gold

9. •

& PUB
. 802 W. Broadway (Hwy. 426)

Just a Few Minutes From Campus Next to the Oviedo Inn.
Happy Hour-3-7pm M-F
. llam-7pm Sat.
Great Stacked Sandwiches
·
Big Subs
Snack Fun Foods Skins-Cheese Fingers
Pool Tables-Games
5' .TV Screen

'bo

0

~~

.

~"

'(\..,i"

~'(

'((\~

C~ Alafaya (520) C~

c

~

ec.
~

..c

u

426

2

3

4

14

5

6

7

8

9

15

11

12

13

16

61

64

GLA.55t:.S

~E:C.K .

I

\
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49 Map abb reviation
ACROSS
50 Company bigwig
Paleozoic, Meso(abbr.)
51 Alleviate
zoic. etc.
5 Car accessory
55 Chemical catalyst
lo Soviet news agency 59 EDP equipment
14 Function
(2 wds.)
15 Parenthetical
61 Subject of the
comment
movie, "Them"
16 Jai 62 South American
17 Principle of
animal
economics (3 wds.) 63 Home 20 Provide evidence
64 Nearly all
21 With 60-Down, house· 65 Like some breakfast
pet
foods •
22 volta (once.
66 Mah-jongg piece
in music)
23 Suffix for diction
DOWN
.o r honor
24 Promissory note,
Formerly, formerly
e.g. (2wds.)
2 Debauchee
33 Ms. Gardner
3 European range
34 Sea eagles
4 Deviated 35 French resort
5 Traveler on foot .
36 Poet Teasdale
6 British phrase
38 Novelist Philip and 7 Wrestling maneuver
actress Lillian
8 Actor Byrnes,
40 Type of restaurant,
et al.
for short
9 Phone again
41 Seed covering
10 1957 movie, " 42 school
the Bachelor"
43 · was a candidate
11 Winglike parts
44 EDP personnel
12 souci
(~ wds . )
13 Beef quantity

~EC-K.

0\€CK. 1<E:TRoS

.I

\

OP

©Edward Julius, 1983

I HATE: ~rtl~b oN /tlAFAYA
I/ .

I

18 The bottom 19 0.K. Corral
pa rt i ci pant
24 Houses, in
Hermosillo
25 Reproductive organ
26 1961 baseball MVP
27 Farmer's concern
28 Prefi x for mural
29 Extremely pale
30 Seas ho re structures
31 Brilliance of
success
32 Bridle attachment
37 Unselfish person
39 Astronaut
45 "L'-, c'est moi"
46 Prefix for maniac
47 Ehina' s "Great forward "
48 Cultured milk
51 Economist Smith
52 --Japanese War
53 Bilko and York
(abbr.)
54 First name in jazz
55 Site of 1960
Olympics
56 Toilet case
57 Ms. Carter
58 Subject of Kilmer
poem
60 See 21-Across

'

'f.

1' / ,

I

I

~~00000000

A

Student Rate:
.50 c~nts per line

•

· forsale

(! LASSIFIED .
273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS

HOUSE FOR SALE - DELAND. 3br 2bath 5yr
old home Fireplace in fam ily room . 2 car
(Joraqe.P.xtra lot . and 1yr old custom pool .
Nice loc ation just outs ide Deland . $69500.
Co ll 904-736-3063.

On-site bus svc. to UCF &. Colonial Mall

help _wanted

1

/1

c,798

Plus Ten Car Care Systems.
A three-step process. Restores and protects
point. Lets original brilliance shine through.
Free estimates and demonstrations! Call
678-2531 or 862·5565.

Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Don, 678-3173.

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed . Birth Control
TYPING. Quality/assurance in 30 yrs. exper. Center, Inc .. 725 N. Magnolia Ave.
IBM Se l.11 . Diss . thesis . reports. letters, Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
resumes. UCF employee & 1 mile from UCF. 0606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517
Marti 365-6874.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control infor·
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. 1ypist. 16 yrs. motion. pregnancy tests and counseling .
experience at low rates . Call DAY or VD screening, low cost, confidential ser·
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
vices.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
RESUMES
898-0921
Designed/1yped - 671·3007.

Come to our reception. meet new people
and find out abo\.lt the Puerto Rican and
American Social and Cu ltural Club. Reception will be held next week . Friday at 3:30
pm 1n the Student Center.

;;;{S
. r.~oc
.,.

.

·/7)1 . .

Interested in Advertising and P:R.? We have
the organization for you (formerly the AD/PR
club). first organizational meeting: Wed .
Aug 31 Engineering Rm 360 4:00PM.
Good

luck

this year FOXY
Yours truly,
The girls at the office.

PHIL!!!!

C::Louc

Individual Confidential Counseling
. Gynecologists
·Sp~aker Service

'2233 LEE. RD.WiNTER PARK ·

' 628-0405~
Toll Free 800-432-5249

_typists

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers. theses, dissertations, resear9h
papers, resumes, and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full·tlme
staff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. turRo~'m IC
H rP.nt Sa nford home. 35 min to · naround avail. 671 -3007.
UCF. $175 mo. plus utilities. Unfurnished.
Nn11 -.•nokPr'> only Call Rook .sun .-Thurs.
VP 1111 ~ 323-0127
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs . exp . Full time . Term
papers, theses , reports , resumes . etc .
f(11n r,i& PRIVATE BATH NI Cf> homf> 1n Arbo1 Correction Of spelling, grammar, punc ..
1)1 1. 1 ~· "'nlv 1 1• 1n1les fr 0m UCF S225per and editing included . Reasonable. Call
.. ,, .., r •' lllciP ut1lit1p<; Ava ilable to Bea , 678·1386.
· • 11 ,I , 1''1' 1,' non --;moi<Pr PIPasP
·
NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRAN-.
CE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth . Spacious living rm . &
kitchen , with all new appliances. quiet.
$425 plus deposit. lmmed . occupancy.
Call 365-6625.

Typing service available, 11 years experience . Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

Furnished & Unfurnished $240·$265
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

1978 'Ford · Fairmont .clean .dependable .
61 000
mi .
Green
w /tan
int er 1 m . p . ~ .. p .b .,outo .warranty for radioam;fm cassette .tires .battery .asking $2300 or
bP~I o ffer. Please call 678·9880 or 677-4599 if
11itprpc;ted .
The Future Newspaper is offering students
an opportunity to gain experience as well
1967 Plymouth Sport Fury convt. Good tires. as top commissions. For iurther information
q0oci top .grea t c ollege car . $900 or best of- call 275-2865 and ask for Dot.
fPr 281 -0753.
1974 V.W. Fastback, rebuilt engine. BOSCH
DREAM JOB
corb . kit. perfect student car. Runs great
lmnciinP earnin g $10 to $20/per hour
$1500 or best offer . Mike 896-1365 after 5pm .
'> 1<,w1nq Jewels by Park Lane pt-time .
FIPx1 hlP hrs lo suit any c lass schedule . No
1978 V W Convertible . fire ~ngine ' red.exc . 1n\1 P~lmP nl . co ll ectin q or d elivering . Trancorici ll ion.radiols.clossic . $6995. Coll 275- snortation necessary- For interview call
Mmrri 695-3075. or after 6pm Mindy 8312865 days. or 695-2417 eves.
8416
1965 V W Bug - good condition . no rust.new
1r•t ,t 11 ll eng ine. reuphol stered seats. $800 or
Unlimited ground-floor opportunities with a
bPc;I offer . must se ll Call 281-5000 (8-5).
multi-level marketing company that is only
one year old! Currently breaking and set·
RPtr 1qprator 4.4cu.fl. Almost new. Great tor
ting records. No Inventory or munimum
c:tn1 n 1 u~P $150. Call 677-6030.
purchases. Everyone needs our product food. Colt 862-8697 between 7pm to 9pm.
1982 Red Dodge Charger 2.2.auto
tran s.p .s..p .b .am-fm.4 speaker stereo .radio..
rear window defroster.3-way wipers.30.'000 Babysitter needed in my home M-F 2:00·
mi!Ps.$8500 new-$6800 or best offer. Write to 6P'11 must drive. call 896-5828 after six.
Mr Joel Estes. General Delivery, Orlando.FL.
32802
Home cleaners needed . Flex . hrs. $3.50/hr.
Rust brown and white sofa bed $200 queen to start. Call 671-7463. leave name and
size mattress and box springs . $150. 830- number w/answering service.
4A75

for rent

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

•
servtces
Kardia Ministries invites you to an on cam pus interdenominational charismatic ..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""1
prayer me.eting . For info. leave your name
at the Campus Ministry Office or call 2992096.
FIREARMS INSTRUCTION
F1 11' (Hm -; · in struc to r
cer tif ie d
in
· " ''' p1 ~ 1 0 1 sho tciu n .will train privalely or
'" '" I< \f\/llh aroups $10 per hour. Coll early
,.. • "· Rn h 275-6645
Wil l instruct your child in computer
educati on in my home (Casselberry Area).
Fl ori cio c ert1tied teacher . $10per hour.
PhonP 695-2417 evenings.
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OPEN EVERY MONDAY
AND WEDNESDAY AT
9:00 P.M. .
I

CENTRAL .FLORIDA'S ·
.AWESOME
ROCK AND .NEW WAVE
.
.
.
D.
A
NCE
CLUB
·.
.
~~'''''''~
FEATU~UNG:
.
· .
~\\\\\\\\\\\\\~~
.

.

• ~remier State-of-the-Art: System ~ith the Best
·
~\~\\\\\\~ .
inRock & New Wave y1deo Music
·
·
· \\\\\\\\~ ~ \~ •
~\~
• 50¢ Draft-$ LOO Drinks
.·
.
· \\\\~\\\
\ ~G,;.
\\\\\~~
• 25¢ Kamikazes
~\\\\\\\\\\ cQ\_\- ~'(
.~~\~\\
_.

~

.

.

.

~\\\\\\\\\\\~

~\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~

~\\\\\\\\~

.

. . .

)

.

.

.

5¢NICKEL Bri:Rs 5¢

THURSDAY NIGHT
·.

.

"COLLEGE NIGHT"

. AND CONTINUES EV.ERY
THURSDAY THEREAF.I'ER .
STA~TS rHU&SDAY SEPTEMBER 8

"FEATURING

· •5¢ BEER 9:00 - 10:00 P.M .
.- 50¢DRAFT $1.00 DRINKS ALL NIGHT
•PREMIER
STATE-OF-THE ART VIDEO SYSTEM
WITH THE
.
.
.
BEST TOP 40 VIDEO MUSIC
•TASTEFUL GROOMING REQUIRED
(NO T-SHIRTS OR TORN JEANS ) .

. . 305-295-3750
4315 N. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL - 1f4 MILE SOUTH OF LEE RD.
YOU MUST BE 19 - valid state i.d. required ·

•
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CINEMA

This comm ittee is responsible for weekend films and
the Classiques that run on Wednesday nights. They
are also responsible for the organ ization of drafthouses, all night movies, and special film programs.

•
CULTURAL EVENTS
_
Dance , music, jazz. theatre and art are the areas
covered by Cultural Events. The arts are an important
part of our lives and this committee gives students
exposure to the fine arts. ·

eam-

ORIENT ATION
The 0-Team is responsible for the orientation
program, follow-up, student developmer:it an·d
student organization liaisons.

POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
Known as PEC, this committee organizes concerts,
dances, parties, novelty programs, coffeehouses,
green entertainment and special events.

enter I aimncnt
.cQmmittee

RECREATION

EDUCATION AND LEISURE
This committee is responsible for leisure classes,
College Bowl, and workshops.

HOMECOMING
The Homecoming Committee organizes and
operates the entire Homecoming Week. This committee works with many other campus organizations
and deportments to sponsor this gala event.

This committee sponsors trips and tours, outings,
tournaments. and recreational games.

SPEAKERS
This committee brings touring speakers. the Hot
Issues program, debates. seminars and Fiim/Lectures.

A paid supplement by the PAC , a student government funded organization .

FREE
--

FUN

MUSIC

MON.

AUGUST
29
11-1 SC GREEN
/CALE~DAR
TUES
p~

W~D

HONKY TONK MAN
8:30 EN AUD

9rganizational meeting
I

Wednesday, Septe.mber 7, 1983 in
the University Dining Room.
SC Movie
28 SC Green
29 student
30 Cinema Pub
Honky Tonk Man Michael John 11-1 Government
ZARDOZ
8:30 EN AUD
Knight Rider Fall Petitions for Declaring cand idacy
Fraternity Rush
Kick-off Party
Aug 29- Sept 9
Ends
Tom's Point After

SC Movie
That .
Championship
Season
8:30SCA

Labor Day
Holiday
CLASSES CANCELLED

Add/Drop Ends

Student Gov't
Declaration of
Candidac y
thru 919

UCF Football vs.
Elizabeth City

-

Championship
Season
30 EN AUD

a:

Sorority Bid

Cinema
Classique
Conan the Barbarian
8:30prn SCA
PAC Recruitment
Meeting 4:00 pm
Univ. Dining Rm.
A patd supplement by the PAC. a sfudenf government funded organizot1on

·D r. Ruth's Guide To

•

•

•

j

•

On Monday, Sc~ptember 12, at 7:30, U.C.F. students will bP humorC'd, infornwcl. and t'ntcrtainC'd bv Dr. Ruth WC'stheimer. Sh(' will be speaking on
lwr new book. "Dr. Ruth<Gu.ick to(;ood Sc:-;" Dr. Ruth has an intNcsting
program which sh<' has derived from hPr obsPrvations of the widC'spr<'ad
public ignor,mc't' of the most basic sexual information . This program will
be l'r<'C' to all studC'nts and c:ome ea riv for a good sPat. ThP PAC: takes pride'
in this, the first of programs for foll S3', to enhance' the' c'ducation of U.C.F.
st t1d<'nls.
Dr. Ruth WC'sllwinwr holds a doctorate in education from Columbia Uni\'t'rsil\', ;1 master's degrc't' in sociology from the Nc'w Sehool for Social Resc•an·il. and a d<'gree in ps~Thology from the Sorbonne.
Slw is an adjund assodatt' proft'ssor in tht' Human Sexual Tt'nehing program al N<'w York I lospilal-Conwll Mc•di('al ( '.C'11lc·r and a co11sulh111t at
N<'\\' York llni\'(·rsit:·-lkllc•\·uc· Hospital M<'di('al Ct'llt('r, Dh·isio11 of Cl'rialri(' i\lc-di<'i11<'.
}

H<'r rndio show. "Sc'xttally SpPaking," is broadcast livE' each WPek bv
WYNY in N<'w York and is svndieated nationallv bv NBC. Her dailv tele\'ision sho\\', "Dr. Ruth ." is c;1rriPd by WNEW-TV in NC'w York anc.I will
soon hC' s~·ndicatC'd national I~· by Metrornrdia T lrvision.
Dr. Westlwinwr is married. has two c:hildrrn, and lives in New York City,
\\'lwrc· shC' has a private' practice in psychotherapy with a specialization in.
th(' treatment of sexual d~ · sfunc:tion.
Kno\\·11 to her fans as Dr. Ruth, Wc>stheimer is a frequent guest on major
11;1l io11al tC'IC'\'isio11 shows such as "The> Tonight Show." "Late Night with
Da\·id Ldl<·rn1an," and "Merv.''

A paid supplement by the PAC. a Student Government funded organization.
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· FANTASY
ANIMATION. SERIES·

II

!

..

THE HOBBIT K~:E:::
KNIGHT'S DEN
. ZARDOZ "CINEMA PUB
. CONAN THE BARBARIAN .
. · WIZARDS ·
JUNGLE BOOK K~~e::::

•

I

I

AUG. -24
. AUG. 31
·· SEPJ. 7
SEPJ.28

BEER, WINE·, AND MUNCHIES SOLD DURING
SHOWS HELD IN THE CINEMA PUB
All"MOVIES STARJ AT 8:30 PM

1 n troducing...
.
·
·
.
.

.

KNIGHTS DEN.
CINEMA PUB
MONDAY

. AUG 29

. TUESDAY

AUG 30

WEDNESDAY

. AUG 31

THURSDAY

SEPT 1

PINK PANTHER
YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN

·COMEDY . · NIGHT
SPORTS

·

SCIENCE .
. FICTION
ROMANCE

SLAPSHOT . ·
ROLLERBALL

·

-

ZARDOZ
2001~A SPACE ODYSSEY
LOVE STORY
ICE CASTLES

A p~id supplement by the PAC. a Student Government funded organization .

WEEKEND CINEMA SERIES

•

•

•
"It's a great movie!"
- Pat Collons, CBS-TV MORNING NEWS

THAT
CHAMPIONSHIP

" Chnt Eastwood shines as HONKYTONK MAN."
- TIME MAGAZINE
"My hat's off to Chnt Eastwood 1n HONKYTONK MAN."
- Brnce Williamson, PLAYBOY
" Chnt Eastwood gives the most sens1t1ve performance
of his career. 0
- Lee Jordan, CBS RADlO

-·~uurow~:.tN.
A SURPRJSING PUNCH

nn: CAST lS FORMIDABLE
Th 1'- 1" .1 ~1fl/l1 1 11 m~ r \ \ 1th
n vl tm 14 1w rform.111ll'"- b\
\\

1

.m ,111 ' ' ·" «1'1 l ~ d b \ Rob~• I ,
'\htchum .1~ v ou ' \ l' n1..' \ l'r
'<'<' ll h11u li••l nn• 11", ll rt ll•'
l k rn l'.1u l "" " "'" 'it .h \
h l'o1d1 ,111 d \l.irt 111 'i lH'l'll

' ('ll"ll dt d llhl'lllhh•
pl.1\lng 111 th" l''"'"tul
dr.1 111 .1 { h" r ' 11 11 .11 1'
C 1 m o.,Ji.1 li t

g 1H"

'\ llC

I\ /I 0 11 \) <, 11 0\ \

BRUCE
Clint Etist11•ood
and

DERN

in

STACY
KEACH

ROBERT '
MITCHUM

a t.01 A\ \,LOBL s ProdU< 111111 of a l\~tl"I 'till UR I 1h11

MARTIN
SHEEN

PAUL
SORVINO
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We've got to get

·()rganized!!
That's right! The Program & Activities Council is going
to get organized for the 1983-84 school year. This doesn't
mean that we're disorganized now. On the contrary, we
think we've really got our act togeth~r-so much· so that
a very large number of you have told us you too want to
become a member of PAC. So this is your opportunity to
join us and get involved in whatever activities interest
you the most.
By now you know that the PAC has eight different
areas of programming that we plan, coordinate, and
present to the students of UCF. These areas present
many opportunities for you to make a contribution to
our campus life while you meet some bf UCF's finest.
most active students.
To get organized, we · are inviting you to attend a
special meeting for all PAC members and interested
students. On Wednesday, September 7, at 4:00 p.m. in
the University Dining Room, you can take the first step
toward becoming a campus leader.
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PHI THETA KAPPA
DEDICATED TO SERVING
TRANSFER STUDENTS
For more information call:
Undergraduate Studies 275-2691

THIS FALL ON WUCF .
BROADC·ASTS ABOUT
THE PROGRAMS THE
PAC IS BRINGING
TO U.C.F.
A paid supplement by the PAC . a sludP.nt governmPnt funded organization .

FOR YSUR OWN SPECIAL TIME
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U.C.F. HOMECOMING CONCERT 1983
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~ Time:

8:30 Septelllber 30, 1983
Place: U.C.F. Gylll
..
__ · Price: $6 Students $8 Alulllni, Faculty
& Staff $12 General Admission
A p c11Ci 'i llPPIPmPnt by the PAC. a Student Government tundPci oraonizotion

